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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to determine if bullied students who participate in a counseling 
group benefit from increased self-esteem due to the intervention. A recent review of literature 
regarding bullying in school aged students is presented. Suggestions and techniques for 
counseling children who are bullied at school were explored in an effort to increase the self-
concept and self-esteem of these children. Adolescents participated in group sessions over a 10 
week period. The participants completed a pre and post questionnaire for this study to determine 
the degree to which, if at all, the participants‟ self-concept/self-esteem increased due to the 
intervention.  
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Improving Self-Concept Through Group Counseling  
For Adolescents Who Are Targets of Aggressors    
Literature Review 
Bullying is a term used to describe a form of violence among children that in the past was 
considered an inevitable and uncontrollable part of childhood. Ross (2003) identified two groups 
of children and adolescents who have been cruelly bullied for centuries. One group of children 
who was cruelly bullied, were those identified in settings with little chance of escape: bondage in 
orphanages, private homes, coal mines, factories, and other industrial settings where children 
were apprenticed at early ages (Ross, 2003). The second group was identified as children in 
schools, particularly English boarding schools. Glynn (1970, p. 129) described his experiences as 
a new student enrolled at Eton in the early 1900s: 
A boy‟s first week at his preparatory school is likely to be the most traumatic experience 
of his life, one for which he is, at the age of eight, totally unprepared. Until that moment, 
he has not realized that there are so many people in the world who wish to hit him and 
hurt him and that they will be given ample opportunity to do so, both by day and by 
night.   
It is the second group, school children, who were the focus of this research. Much has 
been done to address bullying in recent years. However, counseling typically is directed toward 
those who engage in the bullying – the bully. This research focused on an intervention for the 
targets, often referred to as the victims of bullying. The need for continued education and 
prevention of bullying is necessary in conjunction with interventions specifically for the targets 
of bullying. Group counseling was the intervention used in this study to facilitate the 
identification of feelings, increase self-awareness, and improve self-concept/self-esteem. 
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Students participated in group counseling sessions that continued over a 10 week period. A pre 
and post questionnaire was administered to participants to determine if self-concept/self-esteem 
increased as a result of the intervention. 
Defining Self-Concept & Self-Esteem 
 Piers and Harris based their research instrument “on the view that individuals maintain 
relatively consistent beliefs about themselves, beliefs that develop and stabilize during 
childhood” (2002, p. 37). These beliefs represent a person‟s self-concept. Self-concept is a term 
often used interchangeably by researchers with terms such as self-esteem, self-image, self-worth 
and self-regard. Rosenberg (1979) stated that an individual with high self-esteem has a personal 
sense of self-worth and self-respect, whereas someone with low self-esteem experiences self-
rejection, self-dissatisfaction, and self-contempt. Parsons (2007) identified self-esteem as a 
global evaluation or the judgment of one‟s self-worth. Similarly, Santrock (2004) defined self-
esteem as “the global evaluative dimension of the self” (p. 337). Santrock continued, defining 
self-concept as “domain-specific evaluations of the self”, whereas children make self-evaluations 
in the many domains of their lives, such as appearance, athletics, academics, etc. (p. 337).   
According to Piers and Harris, self-concept, from a global perspective, “refers to a 
person‟s self-perceptions in relation to important aspects of life” (2002, p. 37). Perceptions are 
shaped by cultural and biological factors, but are formed primarily through the individual‟s 
interaction with the environment during childhood, as well as by the behaviors and attitudes of 
others according to Piers and Harris (2002). Piers and Harris continued, stating that these 
perceptions fuel self-evaluative feelings and attitudes that provide important organizing functions 
and play a role in motivating behavior (2002). Changes in a person‟s self-concept occur over 
time in response to changes in their environment or development, as well as changes in values 
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and priorities, according to Piers and Harris (2002). These changes typically occur slowly and 
are not in response to interventions or specific isolated experiences of the individual (Piers and 
Harris, 2002). However, self-esteem may change more readily, for example, in as little as a 
month‟s time as children transition through life, according to Santrock (2004). One major 
transition in a child‟s life is the move from elementary school to middle school, when children‟s 
self-esteem usually decreases as they evaluate themselves less favorably against their peers 
(Hawkins & Berndt, 1985). According to Rigby (1997), children with low self-esteem agree with 
statements from Rosenberg‟s (1986) measure of self-esteem including: 
  I feel I don‟t have much to be proud of. 
 At times I am no good at all. 
I wish I could have more respect for myself. 
All in all, I am inclined to think I am a failure. 
In contrast, students who have higher self-esteem agree with the following statements from 
Rosenberg‟s measure: 
 I feel I am a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others. 
I am able to do things as well as most people.  
On the whole I am satisfied with myself.    
Fried and Fried stated “Building self-esteem in a child is a primary factor in the 
prevention of bullying behavior – for bullies as well as victims” (1996, p. 131). Four main ways 
identified by Santrock (2004) to build self-esteem for children include pinpointing the causes of 
low-self esteem by identifying and valuing areas of competence; providing emotional support 
and social approval to children who may not receive it from home; helping children achieve by 
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teaching them real skills that they can use; and helping children cope by facing their problems 
(Bednar, Wells, and Peterson, 1995; Harter, 1999).  
Ross (1996) identified self-esteem as how an individual sees him/herself, describing 
someone with low self-esteem as having a perception of being unattractive, stupid, and as a 
failure (1996). Children who are the targets of bullies characteristically have low self-esteem. 
Research, however, raises the question as to whether bullying causes low self-esteem or low self-
esteem is the cause for a child to become the target of bullying. In either case, the focus of this 
research is to increase the child‟s self-esteem and self-concept. 
Bullying in Schools 
According to the National Youth Violence Prevention Resource Center, bullying is a 
negative behavior involving a person or group who repeatedly tries to hurt someone who is 
usually weaker or more vulnerable than the aggressor(s) (2002). The definition can further be 
defined as a form of violence. The school district where this study was conducted has 
incorporated the following definition into their anti-bullying program: “Violence is any mean 
word, look, sign, or act that hurts a person‟s body, feelings, or things. No one is entitled to use 
violence and violence is not tolerated at our school” (Remboldt and Zimman, 1996, p. 325).  
Ericson identified bullying as taking three specific forms: physical, verbal, and 
psychological (2001). However, other forms of bullying have been identified including gestural 
bullying, sexual harassment, and cyber bullying. These forms of aggression toward children 
generally begin in the elementary grades, peak in the middle school years, typically sixth through 
eighth grades, and persist into high school (Ericson, 2001; Shore, 2005). Rigby (2001) identified 
bullying as occurring within gender groups. Ericson further described bullying as specifically 
targeting males and females: “For males, experiencing physical and verbal bullying is most 
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common; for females, verbal bullying (both taunting and insults of a sexual nature) and 
spreading rumors are most common” (2001, p. 1).  
Rigby (2001) claimed that aggressors may bully as a consequence of discrimination and 
prejudiced thinking based on the gender, race, and disability of their targets. Rigby stated that 
gender plays a role in bullying according to how individuals define masculinity and femininity 
and therefore will result in how they treat others (2001). For example, if a boy sees himself as 
tough or aggressive, he is prone to dislike or harass boys who are artistic, quiet and gentle, 
according to Rigby (2001). Addressing race, Rigby described feelings of superiority existing in 
individuals simply because of belonging to a particular ethnic group, typically a socially 
dominant group (2001). Therefore, this ethnicity could give rise to harassment or bullying by 
these individuals who feel dominant to others (Rigby, 2001). Finally, Rigby claimed that 
bullying is directed toward those children with disabilities, “… children who do not have the 
same physical or mental capabilities as other, for example children who are diagnosed as ADD 
or have speech defects” (2001, p. 12).    
Shore (2005) identified areas and times that bullying commonly occurs including in 
hallways, on a bus, at the bus stop, on the playground, in the locker room, in the cafeteria, in the 
bathroom, during extracurricular events, and walking to and from school. Due to the fact that 
bullying occurs in many places outside the classroom, teachers are not the only adults that need 
to be aware of bullying, prevention and provide supervision. Adults who would benefit from 
anti-bullying training are bus drivers, hall monitors, cafeteria aides, coaches, principals, assistant 
principals, counselors, and school psychologists. 
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Physical Bullying 
Ericson identified physical bullying as kicking, hitting, spitting, pushing, and taking 
physical belongings (2001). In addition, Rigby identified direct physical means of bullying as 
throwing things, using a weapon, and removing or hiding belongings (2001). Ross (1996) 
identified boys as being involved in physical attacks, threats, and intimidation. An indirect form 
of physical abuse according to Rigby is “getting another person to assault someone” (2001, p. 
15). Parsons (2007) stated that over 35 percent of students in grades 9 through 12 were involved 
in a physical fight the previous month and eight percent of students in high school had been 
threatened or injured with a weapon on school grounds. Harris Interactive (2001) reported that 
two in 10 students (18%) fear that someone will hurt or bother them while in school. According 
to the National Youth Violence Prevention Resource Center, boys are more likely to report being 
hit, slapped, or pushed than girls (2002). 
Verbal Bullying 
Verbal bullying includes taunting, malicious teasing, name calling, and making threats, 
according to Ericson (2001). Rigby (2001) stated that verbal insults and unfair criticism are also 
direct forms of verbal abuse, while spreading malicious rumors, making phone calls and sending 
email anonymously, as well as persuading others to criticize or insult others are considered 
indirect means of verbal bullying. Rigby stated that “…verbal means are the most common form 
of bullying… including cruel sarcasm, innuendo and rational-sounding (but knowingly unfair) 
criticism” often used by older students and adults (2001, p. 15). The National Youth Violence 
Prevention Resource Center (2002) reported that teenage girls are more often the targets of 
rumors and sexual comments (detailed in the sexual harassment section that follows) and that 
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girls are more likely to encourage others to reject or exclude another girl or to spread gossip 
about a girl.  
Psychological Bullying 
Forms of psychological bullying are identified by Ericson (2001) as spreading rumors, 
manipulating social relationships, or engaging in social exclusion, extortion, or intimidation. The 
National Youth Violence Prevention Resource Center reported that girls are more likely to 
encourage others to reject or exclude another girl or to spread gossip about a girl (2002). 
Wiseman (2002) stated 99.99 percent of girls gossip, a form of bullying that impacts children‟s 
sense of self, their friendships, and social competency. Rigby (2001) identified this form of 
bullying as relational bullying which includes forming coalitions against someone as a direct 
means and persuading people to exclude someone as an indirect means. Ross (1996) stated that 
girls participated in manipulation of friendships and scapegoating. Ross further described a 
particular vicious type of scapegoating as girls spreading rumors that their targets “are 
contaminated with highly infectious germs” and any girl who touches her would become infected 
unless she immediately passes the germs along to another girl (1996, p. 49). This type of 
bullying can cause torment for an individual for an extended period of time, unlike calling an 
individual a name or giving a dirty look as in gestural bullying.   
Gestural Bullying 
Rigby identified “threatening or obscene gestures and menacing stares” as direct gestural 
abuse (2001, p. 15). Ignoring someone by averting one‟s gaze or deliberately turning away is 
considered an indirect form of gestural abuse (Rigby, 2001). Rigby further described gestural 
abuse as anything from “finger signs and tongue poking to rolling of the eyes and a deliberately 
inappropriate poker face” (2001, p. 15).  
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Sexual Harassment    
Harris Interactive found that students defined sexual harassment as both physical and 
nonphysical behaviors that include: touch, words, looks, and gestures (2001). Sexual harassment 
was further defined by Harris Interactive (2001) as “unwanted and unwelcome sexual behavior 
that interferes with your life… it is not behaviors that you like or want (i.e., wanted kissing, 
touching, flirting”. Eight of 10 students experience some form of sexual harassment during their 
school years; 83 percent of girls and 79 percent of boys, according to Harris Interactive (2001). 
Harris Interactive also found in their 2001 study, when comparing research from 1993, that there 
was an increase in the number of boys who experienced sexual harassment (2001). Sexual 
harassment may have been considered a form of bullying directed towards females in the past, 
but this research sheds light on the fact that it is now almost equally directed towards males. 
According to Fried and Fried, “Recent research has determined that sexual harassment is 
rampant in elementary and secondary schools and parents should consider legal action when 
other attempts have failed” (1996, p. 153). Legal action is encouraged due to the fact that sexual 
harassment is a form of discrimination that is prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights  
Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendment of 1972 (Fried and Fried, 1996).     
Cyber Bullying  
Cyber bullying is a newer form of bullying when you consider the long history of 
bullying. Cyber bullying encompasses the standard definition of bullying, however, this type of 
harassment is in a context of a more advanced and technological level. Anderson and Sturm 
(2007) stated that the topics of abuse are the same in cyberspace as in face-to-face 
communication without having to look someone in the face as they torment their peers. In 
essence, cyberbullying makes bullying easier for aggressors. Belsey (2004) described cyber 
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bullying as using information and communication technologies including “e-mail, cell phone and 
pager text messages, instant messaging, defamatory online personal polling Web sites, and 
defamatory, repeated, and hostile behavior by an individual or group, that is intended to harm 
others” (p. 4). Parsons (2007) clearly identifies violence as part of our society that is affecting 
our youth on a large scale. Anderson and Sturm (2007) referred to bullying as the quiet, 
psychological aggression that has moved to the digital world to harass victims anonymously with 
easy access to digital technology.  
Target Profile  
Students who are bullied often feel isolated from their peers and are likely to suffer from 
depression, low self-esteem, as well as other emotional, psychological, and physical problems as 
adults. Ross (2003) identified targets as socially withdrawn children. Targets are described by 
Olweus (1978) as passive victims due to the fact they do not directly provoke their attacker. 
Swearer, Grills, Haye and Cary (2004) described the passive/submissive targets as one type of 
victim. The submissive victims, the most common type, tend to withdraw and/or cry when 
bullied according to Swearer et. al (2004).  Swearer et. al (2004) continued claiming the second 
type, provocative victims, are likely to provoke peer bullying through their behavior and, 
according to Olweus (1994), tend to retaliate towards their aggressor, are not liked by peers, and 
may have adjustment difficulties. Peers often see victims as anxious, depressed, or fearful and 
these internalizing symptoms identify them as attractive targets to aggressive children according 
to Ross (2003). The vulnerability arouses intense contempt and dislike in the aggressor and “the 
passive victims‟ demeanor sends signals to bullies that these targets are unlikely to retaliate” 
stated Ross (2003, p. 93). Aggressors choose their targets because they are easy targets.  
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Espelage and Asidao (2001) stated that when children were asked why they teased certain 
children and not others, children responded saying that their targets appeared different in some 
way; they were different in how they looked and behaved. Espelage and Asidao continued “… 
students were victims of bullying because they were weaker, did not have much money, were 
unpopular, were too smart or because the bully felt inadequate or was simply jealous of the 
victim” (2001, p. 54). Perry, Kusel, and Perry (1988) identified typical responses of targets to 
exploratory bullying in elementary school as withdrawal, crying, and futile anger; the 
progression of bullying in middle and high school results in responses of avoidance and escape 
tactics, running away from home and school absenteeism. Olweus stated that targets 
characteristically have poor self-concepts and such low self-esteem that they see themselves as 
stupid, unattractive, and failures (1993b). Swearer, Grills, Haye and Cary (2004, p. 63) cited a 
poem written by a 10 year old male bully-victim who suffered from depression and anxiety: 
Misery is… 
Misery is when you go to school and bullies pick on you. 
Misery is when you share with someone, but they don‟t share with you. 
Misery is when bullies become friends, and friends become bullies. 
Misery is when you go to school and people threaten you be telling you that they will get 
you after school. 
Misery is when you are at breakfast recess and people push you around for no reason.  
Misery is when people invite everyone but you to play tag and football. 
This poem illustrates that students who are bullied often feel overwhelming hopelessness. They 
feel hopeless about themselves and their situation and become further isolated.  
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Consequences of Bullying  
Research on bullying reveals that there are both immediate and future consequences 
existing for the targets of bullying (Gottheil and Dubow, 2001). According to Gottheil and 
Dubow (2001), those who are targets of aggression most likely tend to be depressed, develop low 
self-esteem (Austin and Joseph, 1996; Ericson, N., 2001; Horne, Glaser, and Sayger, 1994; 
Olweus, 1992;1993), experience peer rejection, school absenteeism, and a continued loss of 
confidence (Hazler, Carney, Green, Powell, and Jolly, 1997; Smith, Bowers, Binney, and Cowie, 
1993), as well as anxiety (Besag, 1989). According to Ericson (2001), a study by the National 
Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) found that victims of bullying 
experienced loneliness, had trouble making social and emotional adjustments, had poor 
relationships with classmates, and had difficulty making friends. Ericson (2001) continued that 
these victims suffer humiliation, insecurity, and that a fear of going to school may develop.  
In more recent years, retaliation through violence has brought homicide, suicide, and 
prison sentences for the targets of bullying who engage in violence to end bullying (Gottheil and 
Dubow, 2001). Retaliation by children who have been bullied may result in forms of violent 
aggression directed specifically toward bullies or innocent bystanders. There have been at least 
15 incidents in schools throughout the United States within a four year span where children who 
were bullied retaliated with unforeseen, devastating consequences (Aronson, 2004). One well-
known example of this retaliatory behavior is the Columbine High School shootings in Littleton, 
Colorado in 1999. Aronson identified rejection and accompanying humiliation as the “dominant 
issue underlying every one of the rampage killings in the United States” (2004, p. 356). Aronson 
(2004) claimed other students understood and empathized with the shooters, expressing their 
own hurt, anxiety, and anger about being the targets of rejection and taunting. Students were 
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summarized in response to the Columbine tragedy as saying, “Of course, I would never shoot 
anybody, but I sure have had fantasies about doing it” (Aronson, 2004, p. 356). 
To address high school bullying further, Harris and Petrie (2003) used the following 
quotes pertaining to another school shooting to demonstrate the impact that relentless bullying 
may have on individuals: 
March 6, 2001: Fifteen-year-old Charles “Andy” Williams brought a .22-caliber revolver 
to school and fired thirty bullets during a rampage in which two schoolmates died and 
thirteen others were wounded. Friends think that because he had been bullied in 
Maryland, he and his father had moved to California. “But the teasing and bullying 
worsened. …people accused him of being gay … they made fun of him for being a 
country boy, for his big ears. It didn‟t matter what he did, they made fun of him” (Booth 
and Snyder, 2001). 
March 21, 2002: Charles “Andy” Williams pleaded guilty to two counts of first-degree 
murder and thirteen counts of attempted murder. Defense attorneys said he had endured 
frequent bullying (“Teen Pleads Guilty”, 2002). 
August 15, 2002: Charles “Andy” Williams was sentenced to fifty years in prison for 
killing two students and wounding thirteen others at his high school. “If I could go back 
to that day, I would never have gotten out of bed,” he said through his tears (“Fifty years 
to life for school shooting”, 2002). 
This is another example of how bullying can result in retaliation in the form of violence when a 
target believes there is no other way out of her/his hopeless situation. Hoover and Oliver stated 
that when unsuccessful attempts are made to elude or avoid the tormentor, a day of reckoning 
typically arrives (1996). It is this “standing up” to the bully that seems the only alternative for the 
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target when there are no other interventions, according to Hoover and Oliver, which leaves the 
target scarred, but “renewed with self-confidence” (p. 85). This demonstrates the need to address 
bullying before it reaches a boiling point where the target believes violence is the only way to 
end the torment. A proactive approach when targets first experience bullying may spearhead 
further destructive patterns of retaliation as observed in our society in the recent past. 
Adulthood provides no relief from the torment suffered in school when you consider that 
these individuals are at greater risk of suffering from depression and other mental health 
problems, including schizophrenia (Ericson, 2001). The impact of frequent bullying often 
accompanies targets into adulthood with adverse health concerns. The lifelong impact on those 
who experience bullying is clear. 
Fried and Fried (1996) stated that children need to learn the boundaries of their anger; in 
essence it‟s okay to get angry and everyone does, however, it‟s not okay to let it get out of 
control. Fried and Fried continued, “There is a difference between what you feel and what you 
do. When anger is “stuffed” it can erupt at inappropriate time in inappropriate ways” (1996, pp. 
152-153).  
Intervention and Prevention 
Bullying is not a new concern for schools and much has been done in recent years to 
combat bullying. For example, Harris Interactive reported that in 2001 seven in 10 students (69 
percent) compared to only 26 percent in 1993 identified their schools as having a sexual 
harassment policy to deal with issues and complaints (2001). Although bullying has been 
addressed as a real concern in our schools, more can be done to help the targets of the 
aggression. Typically, aggressors become the focus of faculty and counselors in an effort to 
eliminate or reduce the aggressive behaviors. Aggressors are attended to in an attempt to change 
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the behavior – to diffuse their anger. In fact, the targets also need the attention, often times to 
diffuse their growing, stifled anger that is at risk of release in an uncontrolled manner. Students 
who are bullied often are the forgotten victims at the mercy of their aggressors.  
Gottheil and Dubow (2001) reported that “children reporting on victim behavior tended 
to both recognize how they were perceived by others and agreed with the perceptions of their 
peer group” (p. 90). It is not uncommon for the victims of bullying to “blame themselves for the 
labels they acquire from their peers, even when those qualities stem from genetic or 
physiological sources that are beyond the victim‟s control” (Fried and Fried 1996, p. 34). 
Gottheil and Dubow continued, stating that children had somewhat accurate self-perceptions of 
their social standing regarding their victim behavior. However, even with the accuracy of the 
perception and knowledge of the social information, it did not serve as a catalyst for changing 
the social standing (2001). The research by Gottheil and Dubow may prove that “children with 
high levels of victim behaviors lack the necessary skills to break free from their difficult social 
position” (2001, pp. 90-91). Feelings of helplessness and hopelessness may explain why children 
who are aware of the victimization remain in this social role, despite the awareness (Gottheil and 
Dubow, 2001).  
Sheras and Tippins (2002) stated “A trained counselor or therapist can help your 
victimized child work through her/his feelings of shame, confusion, depression or anger as well 
as work to curb any behaviors or attitudes that may lead bullies to single her/him out” (p. 190). 
Sheras and Tippins (2002) continued, stating that according to research, the sooner targets and 
aggressors are treated through reliable therapeutic techniques, the better the chances of changing 
their behavior and maintaining their self-esteem. 
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Fried and Fried suggested techniques and skill training to assist children, such as conflict 
resolution and peer mediation training (1996). Katz (1993) identified children with specific 
problems whose needs are not being met by existing organizations as benefiting from 
participating in a support group.  It is important for these children to have a safe place such as a 
group, to disclose and address the anger culminating from repeated, in some cases, even years of 
torment from fellow students. Group counseling may provide the tools to help develop skills and 
knowledge to break free from the identified behaviors common in children who are the targets of 
aggressors. Ross (2003) stated that the group format is “excellent for assertiveness training as a 
means of changing the cringing demeanor typical of many victims” (p. 268). Ross (2003) 
identifies assertiveness training as a means to teach targets that an assertive manner will often 
deter the aggressor from bothering a child.  
Fried and Fried (1996) stated that assertiveness training, which promotes nonviolence and 
uses language responses that begin with “I” messages should be used when simply ignoring the 
bully does not work. This approach could be incorporated in a support group and would teach 
children to stand up for their rights, give them a sense of security, as well as a sense of control, 
power, and optimism, especially when entering new situations (Ross, 2003).  Besag (1989) 
claimed that a support group would be ideal for the targets of bullying and teasing as an 
emotional support for these children. Ross stated that one goal of the support group is to 
introduce behavior changes that would provide targets with protection against bullying and 
teasing (2003).  
Future Research     
 Research to date has resulted in interventions and programs to address bullying. Hall 
claimed that anti-bullying programs have minimally decreased bullying incidents, but students 
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are still being victimized. In most cases, these programs and interventions focus on the 
aggressors, such as the Safe School Ambassadors (SSA) program used throughout the school 
district of the high school where the study was conducted. “An additional area for future research 
is to look at treatment successes and effective interventions for children …” (Gottheil and 
Dubow, 2001).  
Ross identified the need for more research regarding relational aggression among girls 
(1996). Ross claimed that in order to reduce or eliminate the incidence of relational aggression 
through the development of an effective program, it is necessary to determine whether a causal 
relationship exists between rejection and relational aggression (1996).  
Legal research would be extremely helpful according to Fried and Fried, who identified 
collecting current and past cases of bullying and peer harassment as helpful for reference and 
citation for future litigation (1996). The research and intervention specific to this study focused 
on the targets of bullying. The study looked at treatment success, in this case, improvement of 
self-concept/self-esteem to prove whether group counseling is an effective intervention for 
improving the self-concept/self-esteem of those who are the targets of bullying.    
Goals and Objectives 
This study‟s purpose was to determine if bullied students who participate in a counseling 
group, will benefit from the group with increased self-concept/self-esteem. Bullying is addressed 
in the school district of the high school where the study was conducted through the Safe School 
Ambassadors (SSA) program. This program addresses bullying through awareness, teaching 
selected students and faculty ways to recognize and diffuse bullying. The SSA program is a two 
day initial training with monthly meetings, held within each school, throughout the year. 
Although the purpose of this program is to provide a safe environment for targets of bullying, 
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more could be done to assist those who have experienced the abuse. The targets of bullying are 
often shy, sensitive, and insecure; they may have low self-esteem, lack independence and 
assertiveness. While there is a justified need for programs in school to address those individuals 
who bully, such as the SSA program, there is just as great of a need for intervention, specifically 
counseling, for the targeted victims of bullying which this study explored.  
The goal of this study was to prove that, in addition to the SSA program designed to 
decrease bullying at school, group counseling would be beneficial to high school students who 
are the targets of bullying. The subsequent objective was to provide support for each child 
participating in the group, for participants to identify their feelings, increase self-awareness, and 
ultimately improve their self-concept/self-esteem through the development of a stronger sense of 
self-worth and confidence. 
Method 
Students volunteered to participate in group counseling sessions over a 10 week period. 
The participants completed a pre and post questionnaire for this study to determine the degree to 
which, if at all, the participants‟ self-concept/self-esteem increased due to the intervention. The 
purpose of this study was to improve the self-concept and self-esteem of adolescents who have 
been bullied.   
Hypothesis 
The directional hypothesis is stated: If bullied students participate in a counseling group, 
then they increase their self-concept/self-esteem. 
The null hypothesis is stated: If bullied students participate in a counseling group, then 
there will be no effect on their perceived self-concept/ self-esteem. 
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Setting 
A suburban high school located in Western New York. The high school administration 
consisted of one male principal (Caucasian), three vice-principals (one female Caucasian, one 
male Caucasian, and one African-American). The school had six female Caucasian counselors.   
Sample 
The sample size for this study included 5 females and 4 males. The females ranged in age 
from 15 to 17 years old. The males ranged from 14 to 16 years of age.    
Participants 
Participants in this study were sampled from the total population of 9
th
 through 12
th
 grade 
students in a Western New York suburban school. The district‟s demographic report, Basic 
Educational Data System (BEDS) Report, (2006), provided an ethnic breakdown of the total 
number of students including American Indian or Alaska Native (11), Black or African 
American (not Hispanic origin) (85), Asian or Pacific Islander (19), Hispanic or Latino (55), and 
White (not Hispanic origin) (1,349). The total number enrolled for the 2006-2007 school year 
was 1,519 high school students. The percentage of students whose families‟ primary means of 
support is a public welfare program is between twenty one and thirty percent. 
Teachers, counselors, and high school employees were asked to provide names of 
students whom they believed had been bullied the past, were currently being bullied, or knew a 
student was bullied when the student confided in them. Students were also informed of the study 
and were given the opportunity to self-select. There was no retribution for participation. Parental 
consent forms were initially distributed to 13 students, with 11 signed forms returned for 
participation in the group. The final number of volunteers who participated in the study was nine 
students; five females and four males. The group was initially comprised of four male students 
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and seven female students; a total of 11 students. One female student had a scheduling conflict 
for seven out of 10 sessions and withdrew from the group prior to the onset of sessions. Another 
female student attended the first session and missed five consecutive sessions. We discussed the 
value of attendance and mutually decided that due to the number of absences, she would 
terminate the group. 
The group met weekly for approximately 40 minutes. A questionnaire was used as a pre-
test at the initial meeting of the group (see Appendix A). During each group session, students 
participated in a planned activity that related to the focus of the group work for that week. Group 
work continued over a total period of 10 weeks. At the conclusion of the group, the questionnaire 
was administered as a post-test to determine what effect, if any, group counseling had on 
participants in relation to their self-concept/self-esteem. 
Evaluation  
 This study was evaluated through a pre and post survey questionnaire on self-
concept/self-esteem which was administered on the first and last day of group sessions. 
Remboldt and Zimman stated that pre and post testing “provide a more objective measure of how 
much the participant gained from the activity” (1996, p. 259). The instrument used was the Piers-
Harris Children‟s Self-Concept Scale, Second Edition, (Piers-Harris 2) by Ellen V. Piers, Ph.D., 
Dale B. Harris, Ph.D., and David S. Herzberg, Ph.D. The Piers-Harris 2 measures an individual‟s 
perception by calculating the Validity scores and the Self-Concept scores (Piers and Herzberg, 
2002). The Validity scores are determined by calculating the Inconsistent Responding (INC) 
index raw score and the Response Bias (RES) index raw score. The Self-Concept scores are 
determined by calculating the Total (TOT) score and the six domain scale scores including: 
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 1). Behavioral Adjustment (BEH) is a 14-item scale measuring admission or denial of 
problematic behaviors (Piers and Herzberg, 2002). 
 2).  Intellectual and School Status (INT) is a 16-item scale reflecting a child‟s assessment of 
his or her abilities with respect to intellectual and academic tasks including general 
satisfaction with school and future expectations about achievement (Piers and 
Herzberg, 2002). 
 3).  Physical Appearance and Attributes (PHY) is an 11-item scale measuring a child‟s 
appraisal of his or her physical appearance, as well as attributes such as leadership and 
the ability to express ideas (Piers and Herzberg, 2002).  
 4).  Freedom From Anxiety (FRE) is a 14-item scale measuring anxiety and dysphoric 
mood. Emotions specifically measured include nervousness, worry, shyness, sadness, 
fear and a general feeling of being left out to things (Piers and Herzberg, 2002).  
 5). Popularity (POP) is a 12-item scale representing a child‟s evaluation of his or her social 
functioning, including perceived popularity, ability to make friend and feelings of 
inclusion in such activities as games and sports.(Piers and Herzberg, 2002).  
 6). Happiness and Satisfaction (HAP) is a 10-item scale reflecting feelings of happiness 
and satisfaction with life (Piers and Herzberg, 2002).  
No identifying information was written on the questionnaires in order to protect the participants‟ 
confidentiality. The questionnaire was administered by Kelly Salomone, a graduate student at 
SUNY College at Brockport.  
 The Piers-Harris Children‟s Self-Concept Scale, Second Edition, subtitled The Way I 
Feel About Myself, is referred to as the Piers-Harris 2. This sixty item questionnaire measures 
children‟s self-concept (Cosden, 1984). The Piers-Harris is published by Western Psychological 
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Services (WPS) (Western Psychological Services, 2006) and was originally developed in the 
early 1960‟s by Ellen V. Piers and Dale B. Harris, with its first copyright in 1969 (Piers, 1996).    
  The Piers-Harris 2 “is a brief, self-report instrument for the assessment of self-concept in 
children and adolescents” (Piers and Herzberg, 2002, p. 3). For the purposes of this instrument, 
self-concept is defined as “a relatively stable set of self-attitudes reflecting both description and 
evaluation of one‟s own behavior and attributes” (Piers and Herzberg, 2002, p. 3). According to 
Piers (1984), this scale does not attempt to infer how children feel about themselves from their 
behaviors or the attributions of others, but focuses on children‟s conscious self-perceptions. 
Wylie (1974) refers to this idea as the phenomenological view of self-concept and uses the term 
interchangeably with “self-esteem” and “self-regard”. Unlike other scales in which parents and 
teachers rate children based on observations, the Piers-Harris was designed to measures 
children‟s perceptions of the way they feel about themselves (Cosden, 1984).  The test was 
originally formulated as a single component measure of self-concept, but was later expanded to 
further measure the six elements of children‟s self-esteem now found in the Piers-Harris 2, 
including behavioral adjustment, intellectual and school status, physical appearance and 
attributes, freedom from anxiety, popularity, and happiness and satisfaction (Chiu, 1988). The 
results of the test indicate whether a child reports high or low self-concept in relation to their 
peers (Cosden, 1984). 
Test History 
The test items were originally developed “from a pool of 164 statements developed by 
Jersild in 1952 from his interviews with children on their likes and dislikes” (Cosden, 1984, 
p.511). The Piers-Harris scale was developed in 1964 and, according to Piers (1996), is intended 
for three major uses. The first use may be as a screening device for “at risk” children with low 
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self-esteem. A second use may be for individual assessment. Lastly, and most relevant to this 
particular study, the Piers-Harris is frequently used as a research instrument as a pre- and post-
test to measure self-concept in children (Cosden, 1984).  
 Administration  
The Piers-Harris 2 can be administered individually or, as in this study, administered in 
small groups with no special requirements for test setting (Piers and Herzberg, 2002). However, 
as in all test situations it is “recommended that the setting is quiet, free of distractions, and 
relatively unstressful” (Cosden, 1984, p. 514). Piers and Herzberg continued that the Piers Harris 
2 “should be administered in a quiet, well-lit room that is relatively free of distractions” (2002, p. 
7). Cosden noted that the test can be administered in 15 to 20 minutes either verbally or students 
can read the test items themselves (1984). Cosden (1984) continued that because this test is most 
often used in a school setting the time considerations can be handled in the client context.  
The manual mentions several methods of administration available including an 
“AutoScore” hand-written form scored manually by the test administrator, mail-in and fax-in 
forms for computer scoring and report generation, a PC program which generates a report based 
on either online administration or offline data entry, and finally, the Spanish Answer Sheet which 
transcribes answers onto the AutoScore form by the examiner (Piers and Herzberg, 2002) (see 
Appendix A). Instructions for both individual and group administration are included in the 
manual. As with the original Piers-Harris, Cosden (1984) stated that the instructions are clear, 
simple, easy to follow, and flexible and Epstein (1985) described the test as having 
comprehensive guidelines for scoring and interpretation.   
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Scoring  
The Piers-Harris 2, like the Piers Harris, is hand-scored using templates and averages 
about 30 minutes to score (Cosden, 1984). Raw scores are determined and converted into t-
scores, stanines, and percentiles in the form of an overall self-concept score, as well as scores on 
each of the six clusters (Behavioral Adjustment, Intellectual and School Status, Physical 
Appearance and Attributes, Freedom From Anxiety, Popularity, and Happiness and Satisfaction) 
and then mapped on a profile form using tables from the manual (Epstein, 1985) (see Appendix 
B).  
Test Revision  
The original Piers-Harris has been modified into a new scale called the Piers-Harris 
Children‟s Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Ed. (Piers-Harris 2), (Western Psychological Services, 2006). 
According to Piers and Harris, the revised edition has a larger, more diverse standardization 
sample of 1,387 students from school districts throughout the United States; has an expanded age 
range of 7-18 years; and has been reduced in length from 80 to 60 items. The Piers-Harris 2 has 
no new or reassigned items; therefore, the revision is completely compatible with the original 
Piers-Harris and has improved interpretive guidelines (Psychological Assessment Resources, 
2006). Due to the fact that the revised scales remained psychometrically equivalent to the 
original scales, according to the Piers and Herzberg (2002), the results from the Piers-Harris 2 
could easily be compared to those obtained using the original test for research or clinical 
purposes.  
Test Items  
The Piers-Harris 2 is a paper and pencil test which can be administered individually or in 
small groups (Piers and Herzberg, 2002). However, Piers (1996) stated that the scale should not 
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be administered to groups of more than 8 to 10 children at one time. As with the original Piers-
Harris, the Piers-Harris 2 instructions are read verbally by the examiner and “Children taking the 
test mark either „yes‟ or „no‟ in response to each of the 60 statements, reflecting whether or not 
the statement is true most of the time” (Cosden, 1984, p.512).  
In 1996, Piers stated that “because of doubts about the stability of self-concept in younger 
children below age 7 or 8 years, the Piers-Harris has been standardized for use only above the 
third grade level” (p.3). In 2002, Piers and Harris claimed that the questionnaire was intended for 
use with children and adolescents in grades 2 through 12, who were at least age 7 with a second 
grade reading level. The questionnaire could be use up to 18 years of age (Piers and Harris, 
2002). Kugle and Clements (1981) and Kugle, Clements and Powell (1983) have published 
studies in which the Piers-Harris was used experimentally with younger children, but these 
studies have not yet been validated (Piers, 1996).   
Reliability  
The Piers-Harris manual provides abundant reliability data (Piers, 1996). Chiu (1988) 
stated the following: 
 An alpha coefficient of .90 has been reported for both male and female populations and 
reliabilities of .88 to .93 have been cited for boys and girls using KR-20. The internal 
consistency using the KR-20 the cluster scales range from .73 to .81 and the internal 
consistency coefficient for the total scale was .90. (p. 299)  
Yonker, Blixt, and Dinero (1974) reported an alpha coefficient of .90 when giving the Piers-
Harris to students in tenth grade at an Ohio school. When the test-retest stability was investigated 
through a number of studies, with both normal and special samples, the reliability coefficients 
ranged from .42 (with an interval of eight months) to .96 (with an interval three to four weeks) 
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(Piers, 1996), with a mean of .73 (Epstein, 1985). Mclaughlin (1970) found coefficients from .71 
to .75 for normal students in grades 5, 6, and 7 with a test-retest interval of five months. In 
addition, Shavelson and Bolus (1982) examined a test-retest interval of five months with a group 
of white, upper class middle school students and found a reliability coefficient of .81. These 
reliabilities have also been established in populations such as learning disabled students and in 
children from different ethnic backgrounds (Cosden, 1984). One study by Lefley (1974) found a 
reliability coefficient of .71 for Native American students in a 10-week test-retest interval. Also, 
Smith and Rogers (1978) found reliability coefficients of .62 for a six month interval with 
learning disabled students. Therefore, “the instrument appears to be highly reliable in terms of 
temporal stability and internal consistency” (Epstein, 1985). Based on the literature explored, the 
Piers-Harris has demonstrated high reliability in regard to temporal stability and internal 
consistency. 
Validity  
There are many validity considerations to take into account when researching a test. The 
manual examines many of these issues and notes four major types including, “faking,” 
acquiescence and negative response set, random responding and special populations, as well as 
moderator variables and notes that they each pose a threat to the validity of results (Piers, 1996). 
Piers (1996) also discussed how, specifically in this scale, children might distort their responses 
to appear socially desirable. For example, one study by Millen (1966) attempted to examine the 
relationship between the Piers-Harris and Crandall, Crandall and Katkovsky‟s (1965) Social 
Desirability Scale for Children and found correlations ranging from .25 to .45. To screen for 
deviant response sets which also pose a threat to validity, the Piers-Harris includes two 
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supplementary validity scales: the Inconsistency Index and the Response Bias Index (Piers, 
1996).  
The manual provides recent validity studies and includes tables summarizing their results 
(Piers, 1996). The relationships between the Piers-Harris and other self-concept measures are 
reported (Epstein, 1985). Winne, Marx, and Taylor (1977) reported an alpha coefficient of .90 
when investigating construct validity of three self-concept measures for children including the 
Sears Self Concept Inventory (Sears, 1966), the Gordon How I See Myself Scale (Gordon, 1968) 
and the Piers-Harris. Two studies by Parish and Taylor (1978a, 1978b) found a validity 
coefficient of .67 for the relationship between the Personal Attribute Inventory for Children 
(PAIC) and the Piers-Harris.  Lastly, Mayer (1968) compared the Piers-Harris with scores on 
Lipsitt‟s Children‟s Self-Concept Scale (1958) with special education students and found a 
correlation of .68.  Chiu (1988) also stated that behavior ratings by teachers and peers range from 
nonsignificant to .64. “Estimates of content, criterion-related, and construct validity from 
numerous empirical studies have generally been quite acceptable” (Jeske, 1985, p. 1169). 
Franklin et al. (1981) found that the Piers-Harris “demonstrates both convergent and discriminate 
validity in an assessment of a relatively stable and internally consistent construct” (p.439). 
However, one exception is the work by Platten and Williams (1979, 1981) which found factor 
instability within the sample. Piers (1996) cautioned that one must take this into consideration 
when interpreting specific cluster scales for individual children. Content, criterion-related, and 
construct validity estimates have proved acceptable with the exception of specific research 
showing factor instability within the sample, for which the manual provides interpretation 
recommendations. 
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Norms  
The Piers-Harris was normed on a sample of 1,183 children in Pennsylvania in grades 3-
12 (Cosden, 1984).  Normative cluster scores were obtained from an independent sample of 485 
students (Piers, 1996). There were no significant mean and standard deviation differences 
detected between students because of grade level (Cosden, 1984). Therefore, “scores were 
collapsed across grades resulting in a mean score of 51.8 and standard deviation of 13.87 for the 
entire sample” (Cosden, 1984, p.512). The manual also includes means and standard deviations 
from 12 other studies of normal children with a cumulative N for these studies totaling 3,692 
children (Piers, 1996). There have also been normative studies done on special groups such as 
blacks and Koreans, gifted students, and behavior-disoriented students (Epstein, 1985). Epstein 
(1985) notes that one must use caution when generalizing these norms due to the fact that the test 
has not been renormed since its original standardization in 1966. 
Strengths  
Several strengths of the Piers-Harris have been reported. First of all, the test 
administration is simple and directions for scoring and interpretation are easy to follow (Epstein, 
1984). The test is also cost effective and efficient (Piers and Herzberg, 2002). In addition, 
because of the test‟s brevity, it is easily administered in a classroom setting and is appropriate for 
use in schools with both individuals and groups (Epstein, 1984). Epstein (1984) continued that 
reliability and validity studies have suggested that the Piers-Harris has “favorable psychometric 
properties” and can be used with “a fairly high degree of confidence as a screening instrument” 
(p.1169). Chiu (1988) noted that the Piers -Harris “possesses sufficient reliability and validity” 
and “it has been regarded as the most psychometrically sound instrument for assessing children's 
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self-esteem” (p. 299). Jeske (1985) reported that “the Piers-Harris appears to be the best 
children‟s self-concept measure currently available” (p. 1170).   
Epstein (1985) and Jeske (1985) highly recommend its use “as a classroom screening 
device, as an aid to clinical assessment, and as a research tool” (Chiu, 1988, p.299). Most 
recently, Marsh and Holmes (1990) concluded that the Piers-Harris “has been the most widely 
used and highly recommended self-concept instrument for children” (p. 91). They went on to say 
that the Piers-Harris was the “most frequently cited self-concept test for preadolescents and the 
27
th
 most frequently cited test from all areas of measurement” (Marsh and Holmes, 1990, p. 91).   
Weaknesses  
Literature has also identified weaknesses of the instrument. Piers (1996) intended for the 
Piers-Harris to be used only as a screening instrument and stated that it should not be used 
simplistically or used in isolation. Piers recommended that the scale be used in conjunction with 
other methods including “clinical interviews, peer nomination, and observation of the child in 
various settings to supplement, corroborate, and investigate the scale results” (Piers, 1996, p. 4). 
One weakness pointed out by Combs and Super (1957) and Purkey and Cage (1973) is 
that, because the instrument is based on self-reporting, it ignores such aspects of self-concept that 
individuals may be unwilling or possibly unable to reveal about themselves (Chiu, 1988). The 
intent of the scale has not been disguised and, therefore, Piers stated that children may 
consciously or unconsciously distort the scores, often in the direction of responses that may be 
more socially desirable (Piers, 1996). For this reason, Piers (1996) cautions in the manual that 
“the Piers-Harris should never be used as the sole method for assessing self-concept where this is 
being used to influence important decisions about a child” (p. 2). 
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Another limitation regarding interpretation of the test was also identified by the author. 
According to Piers (1996), the user of this scale should not place too much interpretive value on 
individual responses to the questions. While the empirical pattern of scores and possible areas for 
further inquiry may become clear and understood better the user should be careful not to 
interpret out of context (Piers, 1996). Piers (1996) noted that individuals who may not have 
sufficient background to interpret individual item responses appropriately, for example, parents 
or teachers, should not have access to the responses. 
Another identified limitation of the scale is that the original norms were based on data 
from just one Pennsylvania school district (Cosden, 1984). Although subsequent studies 
suggested that those results could be applied to school populations within the United States that 
were more diverse, it cannot be assumed that the normative or other psychometric data for other 
populations are comparable with the Pennsylvania school district (Piers, 1996). Chiu (1988) 
noted that because of this issue, caution should be taken when using these norms for a definite 
self-concept assessment, and that the scale should be used as a screening measure rather than an 
analytic device.  In relation to norms, Epstein stated that the test has not been renormed since 
1966. However, “although norms are several decades old, subsequent research has generally 
provided continuing support for use of the instrument as it was originally intended” (Epstein, 
1985, p. 1169). 
Finally, Piers (1996) identified other limitations for this scale as being specific to the 
computer programs, which encompass the differences in the programs, quality of programs, and 
types of reports. According to Piers (1996), the program for the Piers-Harris, as of 1996, was 
essentially a descriptive report, performing complex administration as well as scoring functions. 
Piers (1996) identified clinicians‟ reports from which the Piers-Harris narrative section was 
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modeled, but the “task of fully integrating these descriptions and interpreting them within the 
context of a particular child is left up to the individual responsible for the interpretation” (Piers, 
1996, p. 5). 
Despite the weaknesses, Jeske (1985) stated that the authors of this scale carefully note 
any limitations of their instrument. Therefore, Piers and Harris make no claims that have not 
been substantiated through numerous research studies. Competing instruments that might be 
considered for children‟s self-concept include the Sears Self-Concept Inventory, the Gordon 
How I See Myself Scale, the Personal Attribute Inventory for Children (PAIC), and the Lipsitt‟s 
Children‟s Self-Concept Scale.  
Procedure 
Students from 9th through 12th grade participated in this study with permission from the 
school principal (see Appendix C). The researcher canvassed counselors, teachers, and other 
adult staff in the high school to identify students who have been targets of aggressors (See 
Appendix D). The researcher also released an announcement about the study that was read by 
teachers to all students who were given the opportunity to self-select. Once these students were 
identified, the researcher met individually with these students to discuss the nature of the study 
and to build rapport.  
The researcher scheduled meeting times to further discuss the study individually with the 
students and gain informed consent. The researcher met with the students individually to answer 
questions and discuss the study. The researcher provided students with the informed consent 
forms, requesting participants' written consent (see Appendix E). Students were also informed 
that a parental consent form was required to participate. The form was given to the students to 
take home for review by the parents/guardians of the students, informing them of the program 
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and requesting their signature on the form for participation (see Appendix F). The parents and 
the students were advised that participation in the study was voluntary. Two of the initial 13 
students declined to participate. 
The sessions were conducted on both A/C and B/D days at varying times to ensure 
students were not removed from the same classes repeatedly. Group sessions took place weekly 
in the Student Assistance Program (SAP) conference room located adjacent to the counseling 
office of the high school.  
The purpose of the research was to increase self-concept/self-esteem in students who 
have been the target of aggressors through group counseling. The group met over a 10-week 
period with each session focusing on a content area included within four phases. The curriculum 
focus within the group activities for each session were planned as listed in Table 1 and explained 
below. 
Table 1 – Weekly Session Activities 
Session Activity 
 
Session 1:  Administer pre study questionnaire (see Appendix A) 
  Introduction and Group Expectations (see Appendix G and Appendix H) 
Session 2:  Group Goals (see Appendix I) 
   Circle of Courage (see Appendix J) 
Session 3:  Defining Violence, Abuse, and Bullying (see Appendix K) 
Session 4:  Recognizing Signals (see Appendix M) 
Session 5:  What is Respect Like? (see Appendix P) 
   What I Know About Myself (see Appendix Q) 
Session 6:  Being Assertive (see Appendix S) 
Session 7:  Healthy Choices (see Appendix V) 
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Session 8:  A Safe Place (see Appendix W) 
Session 9:  Accessing Support (see Appendix X) 
Session 10: What I learned/Termination (see Appendix Y) 
   Administer post study questionnaire (see Appendix A) 
   Party 
 
Group Activities 
Introductions and Group Expectations. Introductions took place at the start of the initial 
group meeting. Participants learned group member‟s names and began to interact with each 
other. Group expectations were established in an effort to have a basic understanding of how 
members would like to be treated in the group.  
Group Goals and Circle of Courage. Goals were introduced to establish mutual working 
rules for the group, develop an understanding of acceptable behavior in group, and provide a 
respectful, safe structure for participants. Goals of the group and individuals were discussed to 
develop areas of focus and purpose for the group, i.e., communicate better. This session also 
involved group members becoming familiar with sharing and listening in group. A goal for this 
activity was to encourage members to feel that they would be treated fairly in group and would 
feel safe to share and be open to others.   
Defining Violence, Abuse, and Bullying. The goals of this session involved helping 
members understand the terms violence, abuse, and bullying, as well as increasing members‟ 
awareness of when bullying happens.  
Recognizing Signals. Goals of this session were to help members understand the 
escalation process, learn to identify the signals that indicate they are becoming increasingly 
tense, and to disrupt tension before they blow up.  
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What is Respect Like? and What I Know About Myself. During this exercise group 
members will engage in two activities. The first, What is Respect Like? involved group members 
exploring and understanding what respectful behavior is. The second activity for this session, 
called What I Know About Myself, was an activity to help members increase their self-
awareness and gain increased self-esteem.  
Being Assertive. Goals included group members learning what assertiveness is, learning 
assertive communication skills, and introducing skills to help member feeling empowered in 
challenging situations.  
Healthy Choices. This session focused on group members understanding the idea of 
making choices and developing an increased understanding of how to make healthy choices. 
A Safe Place. This session allowed members to explore, identify, and discuss a place at 
school or another institution where they would feel safe.  
Accessing Support. The focus in this session was to assist members in understanding that 
support from others is something everybody needs and to identify people or places members 
could turn to for support. 
What I Learned. The final session gave members an opportunity to name what they have 
learned and develop post-group plans before termination. 
Session 1. (8 students present; 1 student absent: #7).  
Students completed the Piers-Harris 2, Children‟s Self-Concept Scale (Ellen V. Piers, 
Ph.D., Dale B. Harris, Ph.D., and David S. Herzberg, Ph.D., 2002), a self-report questionnaire 
for the assessment of self-concept at the onset of group (see Appendix A). Upon completion, 
students attempted to learn group members‟ names with an introduction activity and began to 
interact with each other (see Appendix G). Students introduced themselves to each other by 
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passing a talking stick, a green stick with a green feather ball at one end, allowing each 
participant to speak one at a time. Each member stated her/his first name and her/his favorite 
food. Two students volunteered to go around the table repeating each member‟s name and 
favorite food. Not every student who wanted to repeat names and favorite foods had the 
opportunity to do so due to time limits.  
Several students knew each other and on several occasions had difficulty focusing and 
abstaining from talking. We reminded students to try to focus on the work of the group. Once 
introductions were complete, we moved on to group expectations (see Appendix H). Group 
expectations included three newsprint sheets titled: Group Expectations of Each Other, Group 
Expectation of Mrs. Salomone and Mrs. Breslewski, and Mrs. Salomone‟s and Mrs. Breslewski‟s 
Expectations of Group Members. The expectations are shown in Table 2. Due to time 
constraints, the Group Goals could not be discussed during this session as planned, but were 
scheduled to be addressed in Session Two the following week.  
Table 2 – Group Expectations 
Group Expectations Category Expectations 
Group Expectations of Each Other Share food 
 Be nice 
 Listen when others are speaking 
 Don‟t interrupt 
Confidentiality – trust each other not to 
talk about others outside of group 
 Concentrate on the task – FOCUS 
 No foul language 
 No putdowns 
 
Group Expectations of Mrs. Salomone   Plan the group well 
and Mrs. Breslewski Send a pass 
 Bring a snack 
 Respect what others say 
 
Mrs. Salomone‟s and Mrs. Breslewski‟s  No Loud Outbursts 
Expectations of Group Members Have fun but take group seriously 
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Be aware of other people‟s painful 
experiences and respect them 
 
 
Session 2. (8 students present; 1 student absent: #5).   
This session began with completing “Group Goals” (see Appendix I). The group goals 
are shown in Table 3. Group members concentrated more on the work of the group and, while on 
occasion still become distracted with objects or side conversation, participated for longer periods 
of time. Most members provided their suggested group goals. There were a few members who 
tended to listen and participate less than others, however, they did participate when asked for 
suggestions or input.  
The second half of our session involved the “Circle of Courage,” which involved 
members taking turns with the talking stick to share topics presented by the facilitators (see 
Appendix J). The first topic was to share her/his favorite or least favorite subject and why it was 
their least favorite subject.  
We went around the circle again, asking for members to describe a situation when they 
had a good time with a parent or other adult. During this disclosure two group members 
mentioned times spent with their fathers. One male said that he did not spend as much time with 
his father because his father was always busy. Another male in the group said he did not play 
video games with his dad anymore because his dad was also too busy to play.  Finally, another 
male in the group began to talk about the death of his older step-brother when this group member 
was in the first grade. He continued to discuss the death with the facilitator following the group 
as he was leaving the room. Observations from this group provided evidence that members 
disclosed more personal, meaningful experiences, which could be a directly linked to feeling safe 
within the group. 
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Table 3 – Group Goals 
Group Goals 
 
 Use Safe School Ambassador Action Logs to show group leadership skills: 
 “It can be done” 
 “It can be better” 
 Make friends 
 Support each other 
 Solutions/help for bullying situations, including name calling 
 Build relationships so group is safe 
 Express feelings in a better way 
 Listening skills get stronger 
 
 
Session 3. (7 students present; 2 students absent: Rachel, Chantel).  
Session 3 focused on “Defining Violence, Abuse, and Bullying” (see Appendix K). The 
group began with the facilitator asking members to provide a definition of violence, either words 
or actions that could be intentional or accidental. Members gave examples of violence such as 
hurting others and fighting. One student even began to recite the school district‟s definition of 
violence, which was read in its entirety to the group by Mrs. Breslewski who stated, “Violence is 
any mean word, look, sign, or act that hurts a person‟s body, feelings, or things” (Remboldt and 
Zimman, 1996, p. 325). Mrs. Breslewski continued reading, “No one is entitles to use violence 
and violence is not tolerated at our school” (Remboldt and Zimman, 1996, p. 325). 
The group was asked to share examples of verbal, physical, emotional and sexual 
violence, which was written on the newsprint and included in Table 4. Once we completed the 
lists, the facilitator passed out paper to create definition spirals. Group members were asked to 
look at the lists and write words or actions of violence. To begin, they wrote one word as small 
as possible in the center of the paper, wrote another word a little larger and wrapping it around 
the last word. They continued until they had a spiral on the paper (see Appendix L).  
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The group talked about what types of actions or words included on the list could be 
considered bullying and the group decided that everything mentioned is a form of bullying. 
Some are more extreme than others, especially homicide. The group addressed how others are 
affected by these behaviors. One said that these behaviors are hurtful and cause isolation. These 
words or actions may result in feeling bad and in some cases, as three students acknowledged, in 
suicidal ideation at certain times in their lives. At this point, the facilitator explained that it is 
important to have a person that they can talk to when they feel badly because of the words or 
actions of others. The all said they did have someone to talk to if they felt badly. They also said 
they no longer thought about suicide, this was only a thought in the past, for example, during 
middle school. The facilitator stated that no one deserved to be treated this way and that no one 
had a right to say or do these things to anyone in the room.  
Table 4 – Defining Violence, Abuse and Bullying 
Verbal, Physical, Emotional, and Sexual Violence 
Verbal Rumors  
 Make fun of last name or first name  
 Mean, hurtful words, i.e.,  
  “you‟re ugly” 
  “you‟re gay” 
  “you‟re fat” 
  “you‟re stupid” 
  “you‟re worthless” 
  “you have no friends” 
  “I wish you were dead” 
  
Physical Punching 
 Pushing 
 Suicide 
 Homicide (Columbine) 
 Genocide  
 
Emotional Exclusion 
 Rumors – hurt feelings, reputation 
 Dirty looks 
 Stare downs 
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 Saying:  
  “you‟re not worthy” 
  “no one likes you”  
 
Sexual Violence Sexual harassment 
  Touched in wrong places 
  Any unwanted physical contact  
 
 
Session 4. (7 students present; 2 students absent: #7, #8). 
The fourth session involved the activity “Recognizing Signals” (see Appendix M). This 
activity was used to help members understand the escalation process when they become angry or 
upset. We began by drawing the Escalation Cycle on newsprint for the members to view (see 
Appendix N). The facilitator described the three phases, stating that people can get caught in a 
vicious cycle and it may be hard to break the cycle if they do not know how to stop the process. 
This cycle was used and paralleled to the school district‟s cycle that is introduced during the Safe 
School Ambassador‟s training called the “Pain, Rage, Revenge Cycle”. 
The first phase is described as the “Build-up” or “Pain” phase, which occurs when a 
person feels increasing tension. The group discussed the need to pay attention to the signals that 
cause you to become tense. An example was someone picking on you everyday. This can 
become increasingly annoying to students. By recognizing the signals, group members could 
avoid hurtful behaviors as well as the rage causing the next phase of blowing up.  
The second phase is the “Blow-up” or “Rage” and “Revenge” phases that follow the 
build-up of tension and pain phase. During this phase, a person will lash out at the aggressor, the 
person who is teasing, picking on, or bullying the target. Someone may get hurt as a result of the 
rage, blow-up, and revenge that come from the target. The group members talked about this with 
candor, stating that some would like to kill their aggressors. We discussed the feelings associated 
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with this anger and the reasons why they may have thought this was the only solution. One 
student stated that she would never really do it (kill someone), it was just fun to think about 
doing it. 
The “Calm-down” phase is the final phase of the cycle, bringing a release of tension once 
someone has been hurt or confronted. The facilitator complimented the group on their 
participation with great examples and thanked them for their honesty. Group members were told 
that it takes a lot of courage to break the Escalation Cycle because it means paying attention to 
the escalation signals and possibly walking away from a situation that could lead to a blow up. 
The facilitator reminded the group that when they make the decision to walk away, they are in 
control of the situation and will feel better about their decision to end the cycle by leaving the 
situation. Members discussed feelings they had when they were in various points of the 
escalation cycle and drew the escalation cycle on paper (see Appendix O). 
Newsprint was used to record group members‟ thoughts and feelings at the build up stage 
in regard to their bodies, tensions, feelings, thoughts, words, and situations shown in Table 5. 
This activity helped group members to become aware of signals. With this awareness comes 
information to help them eliminate the tension that could cause themselves or others to get hurt. 
Table 5 – Recognizing Signals 
Signals: Body, Feelings, Thoughts, Hot Signal Words, Hot Signal Thoughts 
 
BODY 
  Baking powder/vinegar – volcano like 
  Muscles twitch 
  Heart races/pounds 
 Chest/muscles tighten 
 Clench fists 
 Grind/clench teeth 
 Get quiet/shut down 
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FEELINGS 
 Anger  
 Frustration 
 No one cares 
 Doubt 
 Fear 
 Isolation/Anti Social 
 Apathy 
 Bitter 
 Homicidal 
 Fatigued/emotionally drained 
  
THOUGHTS 
 I want to hurt you 
 Shut up 
 Finding a happy place/Relief 
 Wanting to hurt myself 
 Hopelessness 
 Wanting help/rejecting advice 
 Walk away – Don‟t listen 
 You‟re wrong 
 Get over it 
 Could be worse 
  
Hot Signal WORDS 
 Gay  
 Swearing 
 You‟re ugly 
 You‟re fat 
 Calm down 
 Get over it 
 Any labels: Stupid, Loser, Emo Geek 
 Making fun of me 
 
Hot Signal SITUATIONS 
 Hallway 
 Crowed areas 
 Anywhere 
 Near Water 
 Certain dogs near 
 Brother 
 Cafeteria/Aides 
 PE 
 Family gatherings/kitchen 
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Session 5. (6 students present; 3 students absent: t#3, #4, #8).  
The fifth session involved two activities concerning respectful behavior and self-
awareness and self-esteem. The activity “What is Respect Like?” focused on understanding 
respectful behavior using our five senses (see Appendix P). Participants were given the respect 
worksheet, which they completed individually (see Appendix Q). The worksheet was broken 
down into three sections including respect, violence, and peace. Each section asked what the 
topic, for example respect, looks like, sounds like, feels like, tastes like and smells like. Upon 
completion, group members read some of their descriptors aloud and the facilitator wrote them 
on the newsprint as shown in Table 6. They noticed that some of their thoughts were similar and 
some were very different. In any case, the descriptors used by each member were important and 
meaningful to each of them. The purpose of using senses to describe their connections to respect, 
violence, and peace, was to increase their understanding and reinforce the concepts of each.  
Table 6 –What is Respect Like? 
Respect, Violence and Peace: How it Looks, Sounds, Feels, Tastes, and Smells 
Respect  
Looks like: Sounds like: Feels like: Tastes like: Smells like: 
purple 
happy faces 
dragons  
classical music 
Diru music 
trumpets 
warm goodness 
fuzzy 
greatness thrust 
upon you 
good 
happy 
Kool Aid 
muffins 
pie 
chocolate 
hot chocolate 
buffet 
flowers 
orange 
 
Violence  
Looks like: Sounds like: Feels like: Tastes like: Smells like: 
sad face 
blood 
torture 
whips 
shackles 
axe  
blah 
screams 
heavy metal 
bad 
 
hurting 
pain  
mean 
crying 
sharp pain 
ripping heart in 
half 
sour milk 
iron 
poison 
drinking 
kerosene/bleach 
 
farm 
ogre 
iron 
gasoline 
fire 
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Peace  
Looks like: Sounds like: Feels like: Tastes like: Smells like: 
yellow 
red 
tranquility 
  
quiet 
ocean 
forest 
elevator music 
 
calm 
happy  
tie-dye shirt 
silk 
comfy clothes 
good 
milkshake 
 
wind 
clean linen 
 
 
 
The next activity, “What I Know About Myself”, was introduced to the group in an effort 
to increase their self-awareness and self-esteem (see Appendix R). The group was asked to think 
about and participate with their input to complete three categories listed on the newsprint. The 
results are listed in Table 7. First, group members identified the people who know the most about 
them and shared this information with the rest of the group. Next they were asked to identify and 
share what people knew about each of them. Finally, group members identified and shared 
strengths that they know or others know that they possess.  
Following this group activity, participants identified three of their personal strengths and 
wrote them on a piece of paper. We attached these lists on each other‟s backs and moved around 
the room to have group members add one strength they viewed the member having and wrote it 
on the member‟s list. Next, each member read their list aloud saying “What I know about myself 
is …” before reading the strengths on the list. Due to time constraints, we briefly discussed what 
strengths surprised each member and why. At the close of this group, the facilitator explained 
that these are strengths that each member sees in him/herself and the strengths that others see in 
each member and we discussed the messages we received from others. The group was then 
reminded that when they experience negative messages from others, to remember their strengths 
and qualities that make them good people.  
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Table 7 –What I Know About Myself 
Respect, Violence and Peace: How it Looks, Sounds, Feels, Tastes, and Smells 
 
 
 
 
 
Session 6. (5 students present; 4 students absent: #1, #3, #4, #7). 
The sixth session involved the “Being Assertive” (see Appendix S).  During this session, 
students discussed assertive behavior, aggressive behavior, passive behavior and passive-
 Who Knows the Most About Me  Devin 
 myself 
 my mom 
 Andrew 
 my brother 
 my best friend 
 my grandma 
 my cousins 
 
 What People Know About Me  I don‟t initiate fights 
 How I do things 
 How I react 
 What I‟ll say 
 How I feel (we‟re alike) 
 That I‟m different 
 That I have high functioning autism 
 
 Strengths I or Others Know That I Posess  Game playing 
 Highly observant 
 Autism, but I never forget things 
 Smart 
 Good listener 
 Very creative 
 Confident 
 Helpful 
 Dependent 
 Kind 
 Public Speaker 
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aggressive behavior, defined on the “What is Assertive Behavior” handout (see Appendix T). 
The facilitator began by having a student volunteer for a role play. The facilitator moved close to 
the student asking somewhat intimidating questions in a louder voice, such as “Where were you 
today at 2:30?” and “Who were you with?”. The facilitator then talked negatively about the 
student under her breath while walking away. The student volunteer asked the facilitator was she 
was getting so close to him as he pulled his head away. The other students began to laugh as they 
watched the role play. Following this interaction the group discussed assertiveness and how this 
allows members to say how they feel and what they want. The facilitator distributed “Guidelines 
for Assertive Communications” (see Appendix U), which listed recommendations to help group 
members be assertive in certain situations. The guidelines were discussed briefly prior to the end 
of the group session. 
Session 7. (8 students present; 1 student absent: # 1). 
Session seven involved the “Healthy Choices” activity (see Appendix V). During this 
session, group members named significant people in their lives and the types of choices these 
adults have to make. One student began with “My mom killing herself”. The group listened 
intently to him and then he added “from smoking”. He said this bothers him and smoking, in 
general, is something that doesn‟t make sense to him and he doesn‟t like it. This information is 
shown in Table 8. Following this discussion, the researcher asked group members to look at the 
list and determine which of the choices were healthy, such as helping people, and which 
choices were not healthy, such as smoking. 
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Table 8 –Healthy Choices 
Important People and Their Choices (not in specific order) 
 
Important People Their Choices 
my mom 
my siblings 
close friends 
my dad 
grandma/grandpa 
inventors 
teachers 
counselors 
Veterans 
Less fortunate (homeless) 
family 
  
kill herself - smoking 
helps people 
to be mean 
serves in the military 
making good and bad decisions 
helps people 
teach morals 
cares for me 
provides education 
available to talk to  
loves me 
peer pressure (positive and negative) 
decide what to make for meals 
support peoples‟ freedoms 
 
 
In addition, group members were asked to name choices that they make in their lives 
now. These choices were written on the newsprint and are included in Table 9. The group 
discussed these choices and expanded the discussion talking about what rewards you may get 
from making a healthy choice and whether they consulted with others before making a choice. 
One student said that a reward is making someone else feel better which, in turn, makes that 
student feel better. When discussing whether students consulted with others, one said that 
sometimes she talks to her close friends to get their opinion about a choice. She found that one 
response from a friend was something she didn‟t think about and wouldn‟t have known if she 
hadn‟t asked. 
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Table 9 –Group Choices 
Group Member’s Choices  
 
 
Your choices 
career decision 
friendships 
what to make for dinner 
what I say to people 
what to do next 
whether to do homework 
not to smoke 
not to drink/do drugs 
whether I want to help people 
stopping to help someone 
eat the donut or eat healthy 
exercise 
play video games 
be kind or exclude someone 
juggle tasks (multitasking) or avoid tasks  
 
 
Session 8. (7 students present; 2 students absent: #7, #8). 
Session 8 focused on group members identifying and discussing safe places at home and 
at school. Group members were asked to think about safe places with prompting questions. Table 
10 includes the group‟s thoughts that were recorded on newsprint about where safe places were 
for group members, why they considered them to be safe places, whether being safe was a 
thought or a feeling, and safe places to go when they were scared. The group discussed specific 
fears that made group members feel unsafe, what actions group members would take to feel safe 
again after feeling unsafe, and who they could talk to when the felt unsafe to feel better again. 
Finally, we explored positive self-thoughts that would help group members feel safe if they were 
alone and couldn‟t talk to or see the people that made them feel better when they were afraid or 
in an unsafe situation. 
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Table 10 –Safe Places 
Safe Place Exploration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 What makes a place safe?  Not threatening 
 In school 
 With family 
 With a pet 
 With people 
 How does a place become safe?  Threat eliminated 
 Comfort present 
 What makes a place safe?  Not threatening 
 In school 
 With family 
 With a pet 
 With people 
 How do you know you are safe 
there? 
 Feel safe 
 Sense of security 
 Feel opposite of fear 
 Is being safe a feeling or an 
action? 
 Action = Physical Threat 
 Fear = Feeling 
 Are there different ways of not 
feeling safe? 
 Having fears 
 Being around certain people 
 What makes you feel unsafe?  Dying alone 
 Spiders 
 Snakes 
 Loud noised 
 Dead people 
 Heights 
 Losing somebody 
 Someone getting hurt 
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Next, the group created a story about a young person in high school, whom they named 
Joe. Joe had been teased by his peers for about a week straight. The participants then developed a 
list of thoughts and feelings that this young person may have had that are included in Table 11, 
feelings that they may have experienced when they were in a situation where they were teased or 
bullied. The group then provided some positive self-messages he could use to feel better, 
messages they have used for themselves during a similar situation.  
 What did you do to feel safe 
again when you felt unsafe? 
 Move away from the unsafe 
situation 
 Think happy thoughts 
 Cling to someone “like lint on a 
sweater” 
 Whom did you talk to or see to 
help you feel safe? 
 Anyone 
 Mom 
 Aunt 
 Whoever you love 
 Safe places to go?  Counseling office 
 Mrs. Shea 
 The bathroom 
 Anywhere with friends 
 In my house 
 The basement 
 Positive self-messages when 
you‟re scared? 
 It‟ll be ok 
 I‟m strong 
 They‟re ok, so I‟ll be ok 
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Table 11 – Developing a Story 
Story of a Safe Place For a Young Person 
 
 
Name of young person Joe 
Gender Male 
Feelings & Thoughts  Bad 
 Angry 
 Sad 
 Upset 
 Empty 
 Alone 
 Suicidal 
 Vengeful 
 Homicidal 
 
Positive Self-Messages  Release Stress 
 S/he doesn‟t know me – minor nuisance 
 Don‟t let him get to me 
 Don‟t listen and be who you want to be 
 
 
 
Session 9 (7 students present; 2 students absent: #7, #8).  
This session focused on accessing support.  The purpose of this session was to help the 
group understand that everyone needs support at some time in their life and to identify people 
and places to when they need support. Newsprint was used to record words and ideas of what 
support meant to group members, the people who provide members support, types of support, 
and how they get support. One student stated that he couldn‟t think of a safe place and couldn‟t 
think of a safe person to go to if he needed support. Mrs. Breslewski said that this made her feel 
sad and asked him to try to think of someone he felt comfortable speaking with. The student 
looked down at his paper and remained silent. Mrs. Salomone asked the group if anyone would 
be able to offer support if this student came to any of them. The entire group raised their hands to 
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let him know that they were there for him. Mrs. Salomone asked him to look around the table 
and see all the people that cared about him and would be there for him if he needed it. He looked 
at everyone and smiled slightly.   
Table 12 – Accessing Support 
Support 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Words & Ideas about what support means  Financial 
 Emotional 
 Physical 
 Standing by me 
 Someone to trust and to talk to  
 Clothing 
 Medical 
  People who provide support   Teachers 
 Mom and Dad 
 Grandmother 
 Friends 
 Brothers 
 Pets 
 Counselors 
  Types of support  Day to day needs 
 Time with someone/talking 
 Help to understand things 
 Keep you out of trouble 
 Keep you on track 
 Encouragement to never give up 
  How do you get support  Sit until noticed 
 Peers – drop hints 
 Adults - talk 
 Talk to stuffed animals/pets 
 Talk to myself 
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Session 10. (9 students present; 0 students absent.) 
This session was our final meeting as a group. The group began with the facilitator asking 
group members to share something they had learned over the past nine weeks of group and then 
pass the talking stick to the person sitting next to them. As each group member held the talking 
stick, they were asked to begin by saying “One thing I have learned in or from this group is…” 
and their thoughts were written on the newsprint identified in Table 13. Prior to sharing, the 
facilitator read the activities covered during the previous group sessions to remind them of things 
they learned. Following this activity, the facilitator administered the Piers-Harris 2 post-test to 
the group and collected them upon completion. A brief discussion followed when the facilitator 
asked the group members if they found the group to be beneficial to them and if they would 
recommend this group to be offered in the future to others. One participant said that he wanted to 
continue and he found the group to be helpful because it gave him more confidence. One said 
that he did not want the group to end. Others said “yes” in response to offering the group in the 
future.  
Table 13 – What I Learned 
One thing I have learned in or from this group is… 
 
 Diversity 
 Help others 
 Tolerance 
 A lot 
 Compassion towards others 
 Understanding others 
 Can‟t keep everything inside or you‟ll explode 
 Kindness 
 Patience 
 There‟s more than one person to talk to  
 We‟ve all been victims of cruelty in our lives 
 Others are in the same situation as me 
 Stress can show on your face, hair loss, physical features 
 My strengths and weaknesses 
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 The escalation cycle 
 There‟s a lot of people to go to – I‟m not alone 
 Everyone forms their own opinions 
 It takes a real person to say what‟s on his/her mind 
 Learned from each other 
 Comfort found in people, places, things (i.e., pets) 
 Two people can get through anything 
 Difference between aggressiveness and assertiveness 
 I‟m doing things right 
 People in this room can and do support each other 
 
 
Results 
The study consisted of a psycho-educational group for students in 9
th
 through 12
th
 grade. 
The students were identified as targets of bullying by counselors, teachers, and faculty or by 
themselves through self-selection. The group met for 10 sessions, beginning January 12, 2007 
and concluding on March 30, 2007. Activities were planned by the researcher for each session. 
The group had two co-facilitators: Kelly Salomone, researcher, and Karen Breslewski, school 
social worker. Group participants were given a pre and post questionnaire at the onset of the 
group and at the final meeting to determine if participants‟ self-concept increased as a result of 
the group counseling. The instrument used was the Piers Harris Children‟s Self-Concept Scale, 
Second Edition, (Piers-Harris 2), (Ellen V. Piers, Ph.D., Dale B. Harris, Ph.D., and David S. 
Herzberg, Ph.D., 2002). Results for each group meeting were included for each of these sessions. 
Group Results 
Upon completion of the scheduled group sessions, the post-test was administered to the 
group. Once scores were calculated into T-scores (standard scores with a mean of 50 and a 
standard deviation of 10, a normal range being between 40T and 60T), they were plotted.  
The total score (TOT) is the number of items showing positive self-concept with a range 
of 0 to 60. The TOT score is a measure of general self-concept and is identified as the most 
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reliable measure of the Piers-Harris. Children with scores greater than or equal to 60T, are placed 
in the high range indicating a child with a strong positive general self-appraisal. Student #9 had a 
score of 61T. A very high range of greater than or equal to 70T indicates a child with very strong 
self-esteem, exaggeration in the positive direction or a combination of these two factors. No 
children scored higher than 70T. Children with scores of 40T to 59T are considered to be in the 
average range or within normal limits, reporting a level of general self-esteem similar to most 
students within the standardized sample. Student #1, #2, #4, #6, and #7 all fell within this range. 
The low range of less than or equal to 39 indicates a child has serous doubts about their own self-
worth. Student #5 and #8 had scored in this range. A very low range of less than or equal to 29T 
indicated an increased likelihood that the child has a diagnosable psychiatric disorder, for 
example, depression, anxiety or conduct disorder. Student #3 is the only student who scored in 
this range.     
The six domain scales, or subscales, reflect the theoretical assumption that self-concept is 
multi-dimensional or not solely based on a child‟s global view of themselves. These scores 
include specific appraisals of various feelings, abilities, and behaviors, allowing identification of 
a child‟s strengths and vulnerabilities in his/her self-concept. The six subscales all have the same 
interpretive ranges as follows: 
Above average range is greater or equal to 56T. 
Average range is 40T to 55T. 
Low range is less than or equal to 39T. 
Very low range is less than or equal to 29T. 
Interpretations and descriptions for these ranges are described in detail as each participant is 
evaluated. All scores are shown in Table 14. 
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Individual Results 
 Student #1 (male) 
 Student #1 reported a decreased TOT score from 43T to 41T, both within the average range. 
Increased scores were shown in these domains: FRE (from 46T to 51T) both in the average range 
indicating mostly positive emotional states, but he acknowledges a few difficulties related to his 
mood; and POP (from 36T to 41T) increasing from low range to low average range, indicating 
he has some difficulties with peer relations, but overall the level of the problems are within the 
normal limits. The HAP domain remained the same at 51T, indicating he reported both positive 
and negative appraisals of his life circumstances, with positive evaluations outnumbering the 
negative. Scores decreased in the following domains: BEH (from 54T to 39T), showing a 
decrease from average range to low range, indicating he is acknowledging significant behavioral 
difficulties; INT (from 48T to 46T) showing a decrease from average to low average, indicating 
more difficulties with academic work, but within the normal range; and PHY (from 40T to 38T) 
falling from low average to low range indicating poor self-esteem in relation to physical strength 
and body image.  
Student #2 (female) 
 Student #2 reported a decreased TOT score from 46T to 44T, both within the average range. 
Increased scores were shown in the HAP domain (from 43T to 51T), showing an increase from 
low average range to average range, indicating she reported both positive and negative appraisals 
of her life circumstances, with positive evaluations outnumbering the negative. Scores remained 
the same in the following domains: BEH (62T) falls in the above average range indicating she 
perceives herself as well behaved and complies with expectations and rules at school and at 
home; PHY (45T) falls in the average range, indicating both positive and negative appraisals of 
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her appearance and personal attributes with positive evaluations outnumbering the negative ones; 
and POP (47T) remained in the above average range, indicating a perception that she is 
successful in peer relationships. Scores decreased in the following domains: INT (from 48T to 
40T), falling from average range to low average range, indicating more difficulties with 
academic work, but within the normal range; and FRE (37T to 35T) remaining in the low range, 
indicating significant problems with dysphoric mood and reporting feeling anxious. 
Student #3 (female) 
 Student #3 reported a decreased TOT score from 30T to 27T, scoring in the low range at 30T 
and moving into the very low range at 27T. No scores increased for this student. Scores remained 
the same in the following domains: INT (29T) remaining in the very low range, indicating 
intense negative self-evaluations including perceived difficulties with numerous school-related 
tasks, not fitting in, or not being smart; FRE (43T) remained in the low average range, indicating 
unpleasant emotional experiences, but overall these problems are within the normal limits; and 
POP (31T) remained in the low range, indicating this student felt unhappy about her social 
functioning, i.e., dissatisfaction with her friendships or having no close friends. Scores decreased 
in the following domains: BEH (from 33T to 28T) moving from the low range to very low range, 
indicating significant behavioral difficulties and may be indicative of disruptive behavioral 
disorders at this level; PHY (from 35T to 29T) falling from low range to very low range, 
indicating extremely poor self-esteem in relation to her body image and physical strength; and 
HAP (from 35T to 27T) decreasing from low range to very low range, indicating general 
unhappiness and dissatisfaction with herself, even having a serious emotional or behavioral 
disorder. 
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Student #4 (male) 
 Student #4 reported a substantial increase in his TOT score, jumping from 38T to 56T. This 
increase from the low range to the high average range indicates a positive self-evaluation. 
Increased scores were shown in these domains: BEH (from 43T to 62T) showing an increase 
from the low average range to the above average range, indicating that he perceives himself as 
well behaved and complies with expectations and rules at school and at home; INT (from 42T to 
54T) improving from low average range to average range, indicating that he views himself as 
performing acceptably well academically, but acknowledges a few difficulties; PHY (from 35T 
to 48T) showing an increase from low range to average range indicating both positive and 
negative appraisals of his appearance and personal attributes with positive evaluations 
outnumbering the negative ones; FRE (from 46T to 51T) remaining in the average range, 
indicating mostly positive emotional states, but he acknowledges a few difficulties related to his 
mood; POP (from 29T to 47T) increasing from very low range to average range, indicating he is 
mostly satisfied with his social functioning, but acknowledges a few difficulties with peer 
interactions; and HAP (from 40T to 47T) increasing from low average range to average range, 
indicating that he reports both positive and negative appraisals of his life circumstances, with 
positive evaluations outnumbering the negative. No scores decreased for this student. 
Student #5 (female) 
 Student #5 reported an increase in the TOT score from 27T to 33T. This student moved from 
very low range to low range, showing a below average score, but an improvement in self-worth. 
Increased scores were shown in these domains: INT (from 34T to 38T) remained in the low 
range, indicating that she acknowledges numerous perceived difficulties on specific school-
related tasks, not fitting in, or not being smart; PHY (from 32T to 35T) remaining in the low 
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range, indicating poor self-esteem in relation to her body image and physical strength; FRE 
(from 22T to 33T) increasing from very low range to low range, indicating significant problems 
with dysphoric mood and reporting feeling anxious; POP (from 29T to 33T) increasing from 
very low range to low range, indicating she felt unhappy about her social functioning, i.e., 
dissatisfied with her friendships or has no close friends; and HAP (from 30T to 43T) increasing 
from low range to low average range, indicating feelings of dissatisfaction, but the overall level 
of these problems are within the normal limits. Scores remained the same in the BEH domain 
(41T) showing a low average range, indicating that this student admits to difficulties managing 
her own behavior, but the overall level of these problems is still considered within the normal 
limits. No scores decreased for this student. 
Student #6 (male) 
 Student #6 reported a decreased TOT score from 51T to 41T, showing a drop from average 
range to low average range. No scores increased for this student. The FRE domain score 
remained the same (54T) showing an average range, indicating mostly positive emotional states, 
but he acknowledges a few difficulties related to his mood. Scores decreased in the following 
domains: BEH (from 62T to 49T) falling from above average range to average range, indicating 
that he evaluated himself as fairly well behaved, but acknowledges a few difficulties with his 
conduct; INT (from 51T to 44T) remaining in the average range, indicating that he views himself 
as performing acceptably well academically, but acknowledges a few difficulties; PHY (from 
45T to 38T) moving from average range to low range, indicating that he has poor self-esteem in 
relation to his body image and physical strength; POP (from 41T to 33T) decreasing from low 
average range to low range, indicating that he felt unhappy about his social functioning, i.e., 
dissatisfied with his friendships or has no close friends; and HAP (from 59T to 43T) falling from 
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above average range to low average range, indicating feelings of dissatisfaction, but the overall 
level of these problems are within the normal limits.     
Student #7 (female) 
 Student #7 reported an increased TOT score from 46T to 49T, both within the average range. 
Increased scores were shown in these domains: INT (from 54T to 59T) increasing from average 
range to above average range, indicating confidence in her general intellectual abilities and in her 
performance on specific academic tasks, i.e., reading and presenting oral reports in class; PHY 
(from 48T to 58T) increasing from average range to above average range, indicating that she is 
generally satisfied with her physical appearance, and HAP (from 40T to 43T) remained in the 
low average range, indicating feelings of dissatisfaction, but the overall level of these problems 
are within the normal limits. Scores remained the same in the following domains: BEH (46T) 
showing an average range, indicating that she evaluates herself as fairly well behaved, but 
acknowledges a few difficulties with her conduct; FRE (41T) remaining in the low average 
range, indicating unpleasant emotional experiences, but overall these problems are within the 
normal limits; and POP (47T) showing an average range, indicating she is mostly satisfied with 
her social functioning, but acknowledges a few difficulties with peer interactions. No scores 
decreased for this student. 
Student #8 (female) 
 Student #8 reported an increased TOT score from 36T to 38T, both within the low range, just 
two scores below the average range. Increased scores were shown in these domains: PHY (from 
32T to 35T) remaining in the low range, indicating that she has poor self-esteem in relation to 
her body image and physical strength; FRE (from 33T to 39T) remaining in the low range, 
indicating significant problems with dysphoric mood and reporting feeling anxious; POP (from 
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31T to 33T) remained in the low range, indicating she felt unhappy about her social functioning, 
i.e., dissatisfied with her friendships or has no close friends; and HAP (from 37T to 40T) 
showing an increase from low range to low average range, indicating feelings of dissatisfaction, 
but the overall level of these problems are within the normal limits. Scores remained the same in 
the following domains: BEH (54T) remained in the average range, indicating that she evaluated 
herself as fairly well behaved, but acknowledges a few difficulties with her conduct; and INT 
(42T) showing low average range, indicating more difficulties with academic work, but within 
the normal range. No scores decreased for this student. 
Student #9 (male) 
 Student #9 reported an increased TOT score from 43T to 61T, indicating a jump from low 
average range to a high range. Increased scores were shown in these domains: BEH (from 49T to 
62T) increasing from average range to above average range, indicating that he perceives himself 
as well behaved and complies with expectations and rules at school and at home; INT (from 48T 
to 54T) remaining in the average range, indicating that he views himself as performing 
acceptably well academically, but acknowledges a few difficulties; PHY (from 45T to 65T) 
showing an increase from average range to above average range, indicating general satisfaction 
with his appearance; FRE (from 43T to 58T) increasing from low average range to above 
average range, indicating that he denies being bothered by sadness nervousness, worry, and other 
unpleasant mood states; POP (from 29T to 50T) increasing from very low range to average 
range, indicating he is mostly satisfied with his social functioning, but acknowledges a few 
difficulties with peer interactions; and HAP (from 51T to 59T) showing an increase from average 
range to above average range, indicating that he evaluates himself and his life circumstances in a 
generally positive way. No scores decreased for this student. 
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 The scores, as shown in Table 14, show an overall increase within the Total (TOT) score as 
well as the six domain scores. Student #3 showed either a decrease or no change in her scores. 
The facilitator will meet with this student on an individual basis to determine if there is a need 
for further evaluation. Student #6 showed markedly noticeable decreased scores, with one score 
remaining the same. This student is currently seeing the school psychologist for further 
evaluation after disclosing that he has had conversations in his head, spoke of suicidal and 
homicidal ideologies, and told Mrs. Salomone that he just wanted to know what was wrong with 
him.   
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Table 14 – Group Results 
  INC   RES   TOT   BEH   INT   PHY   FRE   POP   HAP  
Members Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  Pre Post  
 
1 60T 53T -6   48T 56T +8 43T 41T -2 54T 39T -15 48T 46T -2 40T 38T -2 46T 51T +5 36T 41T +5 51T 51T nc 
2 53T 43T -10 60T 60T nc 46T 44T -2 62T 62T nc 48T 40T -8 45T 45T nc 37 35 -2 47T 47T nc 43T 51T +8 
3 53T 53T nc 43T 40T -3 30T 27T -3 33T 28T -5 29T 29T nc 35T 29T -6 43 43 nc 31T 31T nc 35T 27T -8 
4 53T 43T -10 46T 43T -3 38T 56T +18 43T 62T +19 42T 54T +12 35T 48T +13 46 51 +5 29T 47T +18 40T 47T +7 
5 60T 53T -7    64T 66T +2 27T 33T +6 41T 41T nc 34T 38T +4 32T 35T +3 22T 33 +11 29T 33T +4 30T 43T +13 
6 53T 43T -10 48T 43T -5 51T 41T -10 62T 49T -14 51T 44T -6 45T 38T -7 54T 54T nc 41T 33T -8 59T 43T -16 
7 53T 60T +7 56T 60T +4 46T 49T +3 46T 46T nc 54T 59T +5 48T 58T +10 41T 41T nc 47T 47T nc 40T 43T +3 
8 53T 43T -10 58T 54T -4 36T 38T  +2 54T 54T nc 42T 42T nc 32T 35T +3 33T 39T +6 31T 33T +2 37T 40T +3 
9 43T 43T nc 60T 54T -6 43T 61T +18 49T 62T +13 48T 54T +6 45T 65T +20 43T 58T +15 29T 50T +21 51T 59T +8 
MEAN 53T 48T -5 54T 53T -1 40T 43T +3 49T 49T nc 44T 45T +1 40T 43T +3 41T 45T +4 36T 40T +4 43T 45T +2 
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Discussion 
The purpose of this group was to improve self-awareness and self-confidence and to 
teach both coping and social skills. In group, members identified and took responsibility for 
feelings, as well as began to explore appropriateness in expressing feelings, especially anger. 
Members discussed ways not only to express, but to manage their anger in breaking the cycle of 
bullying by walking away from a bullying situation. 
The students who participated in the counseling group fit the mold of targets as identified 
in the literature. Remboldt and Zimman described the target as having difficulty making friends, 
live a lonely existence, being more comfortable with adults than with peers, having a higher than 
average risk of suicide, and lacking assertiveness skills (1996). Key characteristics described by 
Remboldt and Zimman, strongly reflect the characteristics observed and as identified by 
members of this group.  
Hazler (1996) stated that targets often choose some form of isolation as a means to deal 
with problem situations involving bullying. Several group members talked about the fact that 
they did not have many friends and were often times lonely. During free time at school or at 
home, group members spoke of spending a great deal of time playing video games, drawing and 
creating cartoons, and finding comfort with stuffed animals or pets. Group members spent time 
escaping from their lonely reality into fantasy situations.  
Piers and Herzberg (2002) suggested using the Piers-Harris 2 as a screening device to 
identify children who might benefit from further psychological evaluation. As discussed in the 
Results section, Student # 6 and # 3 showed a majority of decreased scores in every area tested, 
or scored remaining the same. One student is currently seeing the school psychologist on a 
weekly basis to determine if there is reason for a medical diagnosis. The other student with lower 
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scored will be brought into counseling for further individual counseling and possible evaluation 
with the school psychologist. Some students who participated in this group would not have 
received counseling if not for this research. Fortunately for the two students with low scores, 
they were not receiving counseling and now will have access to further evaluation and individual 
counseling.  
Some of these group members stated that instead of eating lunch in the cafeteria, they 
would eat with a teacher. If given the choice of socializing with either peers or adults, many 
would choose adults or choose to be alone. In fact, students who have been the target of bullies 
do feel comfortable, possibly safer, with adults than with their peers. This was evident in our 
group “A Safe Place” where students identified a few friends, but also several adults including 
counselors, a parent, or teacher as someone to see when they needed to feel safe. 
Another characteristic described by Remboldt and Zimman regarding targets is a higher 
risk of suicide than their peers. During one session several participants openly discussed their 
failed attempts at suicide. They also went as far as stating that they have thought about homicide. 
The facilitators reinforced the support that they could provide to a student in need or from any 
adult in the building. Cartoons that one student brought to group showed recurring violence as 
the theme to her cartoons.  
Lacking assertiveness is something that targets of aggression exhibit. Hazler (1996) 
identified assertiveness as receiving the best results for students in a bullying situation. Students 
gain experience of being assertive when teachers and counselors model the methods and benefits 
of being assertive (Hazler, 1996).  
Overall, the research in this study proved that adolescents who have been the targets of 
aggressors do benefit from group counseling in terms of increased self-concept and self-esteem. 
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Students recorded either increased scores or remained the same in all scores. Five of the nine 
participants showed an increase in the total score (TOT). Six of the nine were at a level of 
average range for positive self-concept. The pre-test showed only five students scored within the 
average range of positive self-esteem. The overall increase in the TOT score was 3T (mean 
scores from 40T to 43T). 
Two students recorded an increase in the Behavioral Adjustment (BEH) domain, 
recording no change in the overall score (mean score of 49T). 
Four students recorded an increase in the Intellectual and School Status (INT) domain 
with an overall increase of 1T (mean scores from 44T to 45T). 
Five students recorded an increase in the Physical Appearance and Attributes (PHY) 
domain with an overall increase of 3T (mean scores from 40T to 43T). 
Five students recorded an increase in the Freedom From Anxiety (FRE) domain with an 
overall increase of 4T (mean scores from 41T to 45T). 
Five students recorded an increase in the Popularity (POP) domain with an overall 
increase of 4T (mean scores from 36T to 40T). 
Six students recorded an increase in the Happiness (HAP) domain with an overall 
increase of 2T (mean scores from 43T to 45T). 
This research allowed for students to express feelings and thoughts that they have never 
shared with anyone previously. In doing so, at least one student is continuing to see the school 
psychologist for further psychological evaluations and another will meet with the researcher for 
future counseling and possible mental evaluation. This alone reinforces the need for a counseling 
group to address bullying for those who have been the target of this violence over time, even 
years. This student spoke of previous thoughts of suicide and homicide during several group 
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sessions. Schools definitely need, and have recently been taking a proactive approach in bullying 
prevention, as the literature identified, but more can be done for those who are the targets of 
bullying.  
This counseling group provided a safe place for the participants to share experiences, 
thoughts and feelings. Members of the group learned that they are not alone in their suffering, the 
concept of universality was present in group. Members expressed thoughts and feelings within 
the group to discover that others had similar thoughts and feelings; everyone has been the target 
of teasing or some form of aggression at one time or another. Ultimately, group members 
improved their self-concept. They worked together on a journey of self-discovery, learning about 
respect, violence, support, choices, and assertiveness. Group provided a starting point to 
reinforce positive self-concept, self-esteem, confidence, and self-respect while, at the same time, 
respecting the rights of others and being open and accepting of others. 
Limitations 
Several limitations were identified for this research project. The first limitation was that 
this was the first group that was developed and facilitated by the researcher. This was a learning 
process throughout the course of the group duration. However, the facilitator found it helpful to 
have the school‟s social worker, Karen Breslewski, as the co-facilitator who also runs the 
district‟s bullying prevention program. Mrs. Breslewski brought insight and knowledge about 
bullying to the group process, which certainly enhanced the group process. 
Time was another limitation to the group process. Students met once a week for 40 to 45 
minutes. With this limited amount of time and the number of participants, there were often times 
that discussions had to be interrupted to stay on task with activities. A smaller group of students 
and a longer duration of the meeting time would benefit the participants and facilitators. 
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Finally, this research is not conclusive. Piers (1996) intended for the Piers-Harris to be 
used only as a screening instrument and stated that it should not be used simplistically or used in 
isolation. Piers recommended that the scale be used in conjunction with other methods including 
“clinical interviews, peer nomination, and observation of the child in various settings to 
supplement, corroborate, and investigate the scale results” (Piers, 1996, p. 4). Therefore, the 
Piers-Harris is a good indication of children‟s self-concept, but not the sole determinant. 
Recommendations 
 Through the course of this research, suggestions to improve group work for this 
population have been identified for future groups. Yalom (2005) suggested keeping group size to 
7-8 participants to allow for cohesion. This group of nine worked well together, but with a 
smaller group there could have been more time for individual disclosure. Another suggestion is 
to reinforce the need for punctuality and attendance for both the benefit of the individual and the 
group. Due to the fact that students were taken out of classes, some missed group due to class 
activities, testing, or physical education, which students must attend. 
 The researcher also recommends that this group be implemented in the school‟s 
counseling program. Several groups are currently established at this school district. Students 
welcomed this group and encouraged the researcher to provide this counseling to other students 
in the school. This recommendation will be made formally to the counseling staff.  
Conclusion 
The results of the research have provided evidence that there is a need to continue 
research, provide education, and focus on bullying prevention within our schools. Bullying 
prevention programs have become a necessity in schools after several traumatic school shootings 
such as the thirteen deaths at Columbine High School. Conclusive evidence pointed to prolonged 
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and merciless bullying by peers that led to the targets committing homicide and in some cases, 
suicide. This study provided supportive services within a group counseling setting for students 
who have been the targets of aggressors. Feedback from students was that the group was 
beneficial to them.  
Group counseling was the intervention used in this study to facilitate the identification of 
feelings, increase self-awareness, and improve self-concept/self-esteem. Hall (2006) stated 
“Through small group work, the school counselor can help students develop the knowledge, 
attitude, and skills that will enable them to deal more effectively with bullying” (p. 201). This 
research provided a small group setting to help students to develop skills, gain knowledge, and 
establish an attitude that could help to empower them to deal with situations that may have 
crippled them in the past. They reported feeling more confident and in control of situations. This 
research shows there is a correlation between the intervention, group counseling, and increased 
self-esteem and self-confidence. 
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Appendix D 
December 4, 2006 
Dear Faculty,  
This letter is to inform you of a research project/thesis that I will be conducting as an intern at Brockport High 
School to complete the requirement for a Master’s in Counselor Education through SUNY Brockport. More 
importantly, in doing this research I hope to improve the self-concept/self-esteem of high school students who 
have been the target of peers (aggressors) in a bullying situation and assess whether participation in this 
counseling group improves self-concept/self-esteem by administering a pre and post questionnaire called the 
Piers-Harris Children’s Self-Concept Scale 2. For more information regarding the group, see reverse side of 
this letter. 
In an effort to select students for the counseling group, I need your help. I am asking for your input in identifying 
students whom you have either witnessed being bullied or who have confided in you that they have been bullied.  
The possible benefits from this study could be that the information learned would allow professionals to better 
help students who are bullied build self-esteem in order to feel good about themselves, take care of themselves, 
and make healthy choices when they are bullied. 
I am hoping to begin groups in the beginning of January. I would appreciate your response with any names of 
students by Friday, December 8. This will allow time to form the group and get parental permission to 
participate prior to the Christmas break. 
 
Thank you so much for your time and assistance in identifying students who may ultimately benefit from this 
research. If you have any questions, email me at ksalomon@bcs1.org and I will get back to you.  
 
Warm regards,  
  
 Kelly O. Salomone, Counseling Office 
 
 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
♦ Please detach this form, place in a sealed envelope, and 
♦ Return form to Kelly Salomone’s or Marcia Bartalo’s mailbox in the Main Office or 
♦ Drop off form to Donna Kulp in the Counseling Office. 
 
Student Name ________________________________________________________ 
Teacher Name ________________________________________________________ 
Observation/Bullying Situation Reported_________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________
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This study will involve a counseling group of 8-10 students. The group will be a curriculum-based approach, 
which I’ve designed to be conducted in 10 sessions. Karen Breslewski will co-facilitate this group. I have 
included topics that will be covered in our group during each session as follows:  
  Session 1:  Administer pre study questionnaire 
   Introduction, Group Expectations, and Group Goals  
  Session 2:  Circle of Courage 
  Session 3:  Defining Violence, Abuse, and Bullying  
  Session 4:  Recognizing Signals 
  Session 5:  What is Respect Like? 
  Session 6:  Being Assertive 
  Session 7:  Healthy Choices 
  Session 8:  A Safe Place  
  Session 9:  Accessing Support 
  Session 10:What I Learned 
    Administer post study questionnaire 
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Appendix E 
 
 
 
 
STATEMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT 
 
Dear _______________________________,  
This form describes a research study being conducted with adolescents. The main focus of 
this research is to develop a counseling group for students who have experienced a situation 
involving harassment of some kind, often referred to as bullying.  The purposes of the 
research project are for the researcher to complete the requirement for a Master‟s degree in 
Counselor Education through the State University of New York College at Brockport and to 
provide an open, safe environment for students to discuss their thoughts and feelings about 
bullying in an effort to build a stronger sense of self-concept/self-esteem for participants. The 
research involves assessing whether participation in this study actually increases the 
students‟ self-concept/self-esteem. 
The study involves a counseling group that is a curriculum-based approach and is 
designed to be conducted in 10 sessions. Each session will focus on a specific content area:  
  Session 1:  Administer pre study questionnaire 
   Introduction, Group Expectations, and Group Goals  
  Session 2:  Circle of Courage 
  Session 3:  Defining Violence, Abuse, and Bullying  
  Session 4:  Recognizing Signals 
  Session 5:  What is Respect Like? 
  Session 6:  Being Assertive 
  Session 7:  Healthy Choices 
  Session 8:  A Safe Place  
  Session 9:  Accessing Support 
  Session 10:What I Learned 
    Administer post study questionnaire 
    Party 
 
The project is being conducted by Mrs. Kelly Salomone, a school counselor intern. Mrs. 
Salomone is conducting this project for her Master‟s thesis in the Counselor Education Program 
at SUNY Brockport. If you agree to participate in this study you will be asked questions about 
your feelings and behavior, family and friends, school and experiences. You will also complete 
two questionnaires and participate in activities pertaining to the study.  
 
A possible risk of being in this study is feeling that some questions asked of you are of a 
personal nature. There are no other known risks. If any questions make you uncomfortable, you 
do not have to answer them. You will have a chance to discuss any feelings you have about any 
questions with Mrs. Salomone. If anything you say during the study causes Mrs. Salomone to be 
concerned about you, she will talk with you more about it.  
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The possible benefits from this study could be that participants increase their self-
awareness, which may allow participants to build their self-esteem and improve their self-
concept.  The desired goal of the research would be that participants would feel good about 
themselves, take care of themselves, and make healthy choices in a bullying situation.  
 
Any information that you give in this study remains confidential and will be known only 
to Mrs. Salomone. The only exception that there could ever be to this, is that if in talking to you, 
Mrs. Salomone finds that there is something happening in your life that is an immediate and 
serious danger to your health or physical safety or to the health or physical safety of someone 
else. In that case, parents or another professional might have to be contacted. Mrs. Salomone 
would always talk to you about it first. Except for this consent form, all questionnaires will be 
given a code number and your name will not be on them.  
 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You are free to change your 
mind or stop being in the study at any time during the process and there will be no penalty.  
 
You are being asked whether you want to participate in this study, which involves 
working in a group setting. You do not have to participate if you do not want to. If you wish to 
participate, and you agree with the statement below, please sign in the space provided. 
Remember, you may change your mind at any point and withdraw from the study. You can 
refuse to participate even if your parent/guardian gives you permission to participate. These 
consent forms will be stored in school and will be kept in a locked cabinet.  
 
If you have any questions you may contact:  
 
Primary Researcher:  
 Kelly O. Salomone, (585) 637-1873 
 
 
Faculty Advisors Department of Counselor Education,  
SUNY College at Brockport: 
Dr. Patricia Goodspeed Grant, (585) 395-5493  
Dr. Thomas Hernandez, (585) 395-5498  
 
 
I understand the information provided in this form and agree to participate as a participant in this 
project.  
 
____________________________________ _____________________________ 
Signature of Participant                    Date  
 
____________________________________ 
Birthdate of Participant 
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STATEMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT 
 
Dear Parent(s)/Guardian(s) of _____________________________,  
This form describes a research study being conducted with adolescents. The main focus 
of this research is to develop a counseling group for students who have experienced a situation 
involving harassment of some kind, often referred to as bullying.  The purposes of the research 
project are for the researcher to complete the requirement for a Master‟s degree in Counselor 
Education through the State University of New York College at Brockport and to provide an 
open, safe environment for students to discuss their thoughts and feelings about bullying in an 
effort to build a stronger sense of self-concept/self-esteem for participants. The research involves 
assessing whether participation in this study actually increases the students‟ self-concept/self-
esteem.  
The study involves a counseling group that is a curriculum-based approach and is 
designed to be conducted in ten sessions. Each session will focus on a specific content area:  
  Session 1: Administer pre study questionnaire, Piers-Harris Children‟s Self- 
   Concept Scale, 2. 
  Introduction, Group Expectations, and Group Goals. Introductions will take 
place at the start of the group. Participants will learn group member‟s names 
and begin to interact with each other. Group expectations will be established 
in an effort to have a basic understanding of how members would like to be 
treated in the group. Goals are to establish mutual working rules for the 
group, develop an understanding of acceptable behavior in group, and 
provide a respectful, safe structure for participants. Goals of the group and 
individuals will be discussed to develop areas of focus and purpose for the 
group, i.e., communicate better.  
  
 Session 2: Circle of Courage. This session will involve group members becoming 
familiar with sharing and listening in group. A goal for this activity is to 
encourage members to feel that they are being treated fairly in group.   
  
 Session 3: Defining Violence, Abuse, and Bullying. The goals of this session involve 
helping members understand the terms violence, abuse, and bullying, as well 
as increasing members‟ awareness of when bullying happens.  
  
 Session 4: Recognizing Signals. Goals of this session will be to help members 
understand the escalation process, learn to identify the signals that they are 
becoming increasingly tense, and to disrupt tension before they blow up.  
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 Session 5: What I Know About Myself. This session will focus on group members 
exploring and understanding what respectful behavior is. 
  
 Session 6: Being Assertive. Goals include group members learning what assertiveness 
is, learning assertive communication skills, and members feeling 
empowered in challenging situations.  
  
 Session 7: Healthy Choices. This session focuses on group members understanding the 
idea of making choices and developing an increased understanding of how 
to make healthy choices. 
  
 Session 8: A Safe Place. This session allows members to explore, identify, and discuss 
a place at school or another institution where they feel safe.  
  
 Session 9: Accessing Support. The focus in session 9 is to assist members in 
understanding that support from others is something everybody needs and to 
identify people or places members can turn to for support. 
  
 Session 10:What I Learned. The final session gives members an opportunity to name 
what they have learned and develop post-group plans. 
   Administer post study questionnaire, Piers-Harris Children‟s Self- 
   Concept Scale, 2. 
    Party 
 
The project is being conducted by Mrs. Kelly Salomone, a school counselor intern. Mrs. 
Salomone is conducting this project for her Master‟s thesis in the Counselor Education Program 
at SUNY Brockport. If your child agrees to participate in this study s/he will be asked questions 
about their feelings and behavior, family and friends, school and experiences. S/he will also fill 
out some questionnaires and participate in activities pertaining to the study.  
 
A possible risk of being in this study is feeling that some questions asked of  her/him are 
of a personal nature. There are no other known risks. If any questions make her/him 
uncomfortable, s/he does not have to answer them. Your child will have a chance to discuss any 
feelings s/he has about any questions with Mrs. Salomone. If anything s/he says during the study 
causes Mrs. Salomone to be concerned about her/him, she will talk with her/him more about it.  
 
The possible benefits from this study could be that participants increase their self-
awareness, which may allow participants to build their self-esteem and improve their self-
concept.  The desired goal of the research would be that participants would feel good about 
themselves, take care of themselves, and make healthy choices in a bullying situation.  
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Any information that your child gives in this study remains confidential and will be 
known only to Mrs. Salomone. The only exception that there could ever be to this, is that if in 
talking to your child, Mrs. Salomone finds that there is something happening in her/his life that is 
an immediate and serious danger to her/his health or physical safety or to the health or physical 
safety of someone else. In that case, you, the parents/guardians or another professional might 
have to be contacted. Mrs. Salomone would always talk to your child about it first. Except for 
this consent form, all questionnaires will be given a code number and your child‟s name will not 
be on them.  
 
Your child‟s participation in this study is completely voluntary. Your child is free to 
change her/his mind or stop being in the study at any time during the process and there will be no 
penalty.  
 
Your child is being asked whether s/he wants to participate in this study, which involves 
your child working in a group setting. Your child does not have to participate if s/he does not 
want to. If your child wishes to participate, and you agree with the statement below, please sign 
in the space provided. Remember, your child may change her/his mind at any point and 
withdraw from the study. Your child can refuse to participate even if you give your permission to 
participate. These consent forms will be stored in school and will be kept in a locked cabinet.  
 
If you have any questions you may contact:  
 
Primary Researcher: 
 Kelly O. Salomone, (585) 637-1873 
 
 
Faculty Advisors Department of Counselor Education, 
SUNY College at Brockport: 
Dr. Patricia Goodspeed Grant, (585) 395-5493  Dr. Thomas Hernandez, (585) 395-5498  
 
 
 
I understand the information provided in this form and agree to participate as a participant in this 
project.  
 
____________________________________ _____________________________ 
Signature of Parent/Guardian                  Date  
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1. 
Introductions 
..... ~ 
OESCRIPTKIN ~ 
MATERIALS ~ 
NFFMO 
DIRECTIONS 
TlaNGSTO .... 
THONKABOUT 
MY ~ 
OBSERVATIONS 
• 
• 
• Group ""milt .. t..m ",btr m<mt..,,' n.>1II<S . 
• Group memo... begin 10 inl<1'>CI with OIt..r group ""mbers. 
H,,,,, group mcmben sit in a d",1e. upllm ,hat it is imp;>tUlU for.1I group 
""IIIb." to know <>eh other'> name. Pwpk'r< to us< forst names 1hroughout 
The time "P'nl ,000,h." In tn. group_ A>k I"'flicipants to go .round the d",le 
.. ying tOOT rum<S and one h el oOOu' !1It,,,,,,I,,,"_ Thnt foc:tS ,-oold 1",lud< their 
age, middk 1'Wrl<, wbtr< ,hey !m, or t<ocheT. 
When .Ilpo.nodpant< haY< ,hmd It.elr forst n;tmes and. 1><1,.uk if .ny group 
membt' an n,,,,. ,im., .II,ht betS .booJ( the other group m<mb<" or ,II'h< 
firSt nam«. You may Wlsh 10 tak< til< firs! tum ..... n if)lOO mni "'It you 
rtmtmbtr .II,t.: Lo<\SQ!" names. Thi, can bt'n opponunlty 10 m<><Iel {hat ad"1" 
make m,Sl'I:es, too. Af,", ",,,,,,,I group m<mbtr< haw: tritJ to """" <I'<'J'O""~ 
"""" or rOCl, tslr. thrm 10 0Xf tllti. rom names ogoin.oo nam< tllcit f,vorI" 
food. Again , os!<. for voIunt«tS to r<p<>l the rwn<Sor /'vorite foods. You CO" 
"'pea! ,h .. JlID"'S' wilh ~ cat.gOl'i!:s of f..,,, os many limes .. yoo 10k<. Be 
artful"", to do it 100 many tim<S wlthou, d unging..,.,.. Sf'C<,f", r..,. \\Ihm 
Ihis OCllvily .. mmplc .. , tslr. nch memllt, '0 >oy ,ho: rw~ of flY< Olh<r p"<>pi< 
in ,I>< group md on< foc"hry know ,rm1 uclt 01 ,Ilo:se pt<>pI< 
Tht ftfSl group "ssIoo .nd 'h< fifSl f .... activi,;" ",m ho: ,t.: ""'" c"'IIengi~, 
""'""<:v<, Y"" do "IS the ,on< ond pact for fu,,,,,, ",,",,)"'. Allow group 
"",,"hers duO"a> '0 paso if 'h<y n«d '0 at ftfSl Ho",""",r, m<»l .. \!dem .. ~Y<n 
,Ile qUit"SI """' ... 00 '0 off" som<1hing dunng 1m. <"'''us<. This i> ponlC\lfarly 
'm< 0.< ,hoy lui mort . pon of ,he group and "'at O!llcTscon'nbufing ,hings , 
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2-
Group Expectations 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATENALS 
NEEDED 
DIRECTIONS 
• Group "",,,,be,,,, <>ubl..t. mu,u.1 ",,".'ng ",Its COl lhe group, 
• Group mtrnbt"" 'glean . n unJe ..... ndmg 01 o<cep"bl< beha";.,,-, 
• Group "",mbe"" .'1"''';''''''''' finn, ",.pt<,lul, .nd .. 1< .. ructUr<. 
~ Group .... " ,be"" crute ru b 10< tbe" bthovio' <"ward .ach OI""r. ,o" ... rd )'Ou .. 
,he {ac,I "",,,,, and 101" you .. the locllltalOr 
~ Exp"ln t ho, 11 is importa", fo •• 11 groups 10 ha, ... . bask und<rrundu,& <>I how 
m<mb<r. would hk< to be ""'t"d in ,h. groop Thi' i. don< by looking., "'hat 
we exp«:! from ",hen. Ask group mtmbt"" ,,'h .. you ".n OXf>«t will happ<:n If 
:!Omeono pu lls. fir< .liITn in tl>< ,,,I>00I. Look for .",,,'f" such os ,1>0 .I."m WIll 
go ofl, Students md « och .... ",til hoY< to Ic.v< th< buikhng, , ... lir< <kpanmrnl 
Wil l ron .. '" cl>e<:k the bUIlding. r,,,,flghlIT5 ,.-ill pu, out til< f;",. N.,.. tru.,.11 
group n .. mbe .. de>o,w to 110,-, expt<tatioru T<gmlmg how (It ..... should ' .... ' 
,""m, 
On. clul.Mm or Il<"~pnn' , dT>.W th"" column>. At u,. wI' 01 1l>< R", 
roIum ". writ. 'Wh", I exp«! r""" o<bcr group m<mbc"," Ask group m<mbc" 
l<' rum • )", of how They would h4 , ..... m<mt.". or thIS group to '''' .. u eh 
",Iltr. Look for ""pan .... ,uch os , ..... , be 'esp«tful, gil'< .upport.l<t otht ... 
.. lk .oo say ,..ha" 00 111<1, minds, not pwple~ firs< n111'1<" hOlen, k«p wha, 
harP<'" in til< group <onfident",I , "" put-downs , no nom<<>lling Of ph)"lOl 
rnre.", no .bus<. 
• lltlxl th< <cc<md column "Wha t I .xpe<.' from It he L>ctliu,o" ... "",1" A;k 
partICIpants to lis! wru." ;s txp«:ltd of yoo ... ["",I"",,,, Look I", ""P"ns<s 
wch .. , include ""''l'''''''. he lp to makt the 8roo.P ",fe, help it to bt a fun group, 
>un and end C>fl 'Ill"', donI ,,11 p;rn:nts and .< .. hen CV<1),h.ng .h>, oom., up in 
,he group , NOI. that ,I>< folclhlator !houkl m«' the <xl"'ru'ion< h".d in the flf>! 
<<>Iurnn:os ",',II 
L/.b<I.1>< third oolWlm"Who, lfacih .. ,ot~ !Urnd .~pt<!S of .... • Look lOT 
~ such .. these: be 0Jl tim< to the group .• llow ",he"" '0 talk, bt honest. 
dOJlI in .. rrupt . bt """,,((luI. no obusiv< Imgu.g< OT bthavlor, no derogo,ory 
TUm<'> or n:1<~ (",<I lot older <Iud"",", no using drugs or dnnking tbe d.y 
of tbe groupl, At.<> ask group ""'mbets to us< ,II< r;m tum« of ",II<"" Qr 
L ________ ~ 'Wrop""< label. such OS """ .. " u"d<.jmnJ. 
H'_O. __ 
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1'1tINGS TO ~ Cluting <xp<cu'iom ill lm!",""l"" ln <hi< forst .... ion. SUmmlnZ< 'h<m In'{I 
ntlNKABOUT 'hI'« or four rul .. , Too many rul<> .""""~ ""',"",,-b< " uwy<r bd .. vIo .. on<! 
ooruuses goup "",rube .. , The four essen,;.,1 .rr .. 10 """"r .rr ,be .. , 
• II< r<'p«,ful 
• U .. )UU' woms '0 talk i1 ou'-
• v.ork 'ogrth<r '0 ""1",, probl<m<. 
• IU:memb<r 'm«Y",y""" has th< righ"o fff l .. f. in mind. bod), • • nd 'piri'. 
.... ,be lxihto,or, you g<"o dmrmiI'l< who" ,r.. .. rules h.vt be.n v\oIal<d, 
Thor< IS nQ .... d to di><u<s ,-lob,!""" Tho ponkipan< is ..... lik<!y '0 1«1 
<homed or crtli<:i:ed if y<>u or< matl<r-o!·I.." wh.n you poin' ou, """'" bd",vior 
tho, i, inappropriat • . 
MY ~ 
......... noos 
• 
• 
» 1 __ -
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3. 
Group Goals 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NEEDED 
DIRECTIONS 
.. ,--
• (;""'1' m<mb.:r< <k'''k", md,,',ucul g"""' 
• <,;"",1' "",ml><" <1<,'<1"" .",as ul (<>cu> ,nd P"'l'<"< I", ,o. gn'up 
t"''''p "",,,,I>< ... hr"flSk>m, "Iu.! ,11<)' "'ffil <0 ... ,omph," .iUIl<lg ,lit group 
"""'~'" 
• [nuN",,,.be, Id<o <II g<",I, 
• ""k Ir.. ~n~'r ~'Iu! !!,,, I, .. ,,.rod why 11~)' or< "",fu l 
• ""k ,110 ~M'r '" 01'><><,,<, """""..,. ,~ . .dmlr< and ,h,1.,. .,Iu, go"" ,hoy 
,hmk th .. 1"""'" "u~h! I),s, 
• IJrn"!)'. """" ,.,. PUfJl<>M brom<l , .... opott md ,ho shon·!<rm lI'"h lh:u 
""" ,I>< purpo>< 0/ lh< .""n. For Ln>Unce, • I=<b!.I! ... m ..... I'l<iort 01 
'''nnm~ 'Il< Wo<ld '-<n<>. "''luI ",,,11<, ~I, dO« 'M ... m.-..«l In orcl<r '0 
... -,;:ompl<>l1 ," utnm.1< gcall Whit srmll<r ~" do I ,nd,,'!du.al m<mb<,. 
",,<d on "..x, 10 o<comphsh tho '''''''"' hpiaUl thot Ilk< 1 .porn l<>m. 11m 
o:rour"'" ..,..bhsh goo!> 
r,~ru "liE 1M ~""'r ".,.n,I,." m" pl<f<r '" be "'*'<1'1",,< c1,.,,, t1", ""'" Ie'!" 
,h<,..." .. , Qr .. "m ,,'o.k> ,v,o.,o,., ,II< dUf"k'" ,>/ ,I>< rflll;r.lm m'W" btl. hu, 
tlw til<" pr<S<noe L> lor ,h<" ,rId,,'''',",1 h<n<I", "," w,,,,ld h< go"d '0 ""k, 
the IxsI US< 0/ ,Ius ,lin< Pamt "'" ,Iu, )"'" "'n h<lp ,htm d~ ,he>,1 ).,,~, ... 
1...:11",,0101 n.,,,. &00<1 urulmurul"'R 01 ,,"'n., 'MV ""',,,'W hk. '0 ... ""mrh'>h 01 
'''''~ "", .. rd dunng "'" group.....",. 
r-."" "'" pa"",I"'"" I", ,lint kit ... """" tho pur.,.,.. '" 'hIS group On, 
,h..oIkl»>.rd or .... "'.,pr"" ,. nIt "",I, Inr ['udung tin. \lSIOI\ "'~ go.al. 
"'dud.' (I ... 1"11",..m~ 
• """"plm , .... grour 
• u,.om ~,,. to "'I""<" my ~I'"g> 
• C~mmurtl"'< b<iur 
• II< ""'" """"n', 
• -,u,. ""t 01 troubl< 
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Whm lhe goal> . '" Iist<d. -sit tht grwp if!bert .'" simibriri ... mong thtm, 
Who( they.", •• nd If the", . '" Inl",ned;,.ry .,,~ 10 Ilk. In orotr 10 fUeh the>< 
'"",. 
"' .... TO ~ Some ""dents may simply .. y.'1 "'.nllo gt, OUI of this grwp: This is on TMINKUOUT .ppropm .. gool. n..y con btgln 10 Ii" OUI loud whol "'1" il would Ilk. for <hi< 
to ruopp<n. Poni<1pan" will prob.bly suggt" OIh<r goal> that you 1«1 .'" i",p_ 
propriat • . Do no! .. y lmmcdi.",ly INt lhe g();ll15 in>ppmpn,,,e. Saying (hi> 'oo 
qUOckly <an ntga'ively Iffe", ,he group, lruI.ad. """m,,,, Whol <.<a<dy ,he ",nici-
",n, " .. ying he or "" vmltl from ,he group by naming llat gOIL Drrrtonst"". 
your op<nr><>.s ,,, "lull consid« whalev« lhey sIII",_ 
o..ru"ing gook c.n bt somrwIu, Foreign '0 group "",mbt ... n..y may find it • 
confusing proc.,,_ The idea of 'hIS octivily is (0 c"1""" group membt .. '0. g();ll • 
.. !!Ing pr<><:ess. 
MY ~ 
oeUfIIVATIOHS 
. 
..,--
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6. 
Circle of Courage 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NEEDED 
DIRECTlO+lS 
Gmup ."..mllt" he",,,,. urn_"", ",'uh. 1"""'" 'M' ,",lI! ht ustd fq,u,edl) 
ml~gmup 
• Group "",mbc", kcl .hey,rr ""d!<d r."rly ,n tll< group 
~ Pnm '" lht ".rt <>f 'M ",,,,,,on. choost. ,.Ik,ng rIO'" ,lui rOll ""Ii paH .round 
durtn~ , ... ""''''''' I, ""II mti",.", "ho can 'l""'x:md who ,,-tl.II .... n The 
ulkmg pICa can "ory from !; ... ,,,,n tc> """"'. bUI OJ shoold hokl.,,,,\< meamn~ 
for yo"., Iht m<lt itt"!",' 
tl.,-. gh"'P nt<mhcf>;l1 In, em], hpbm W "'" group rlul \MY 'I,ll b< Inrn_ 
In~ ~ PI'<X'" coned 'CmJ~ 0/ Cour""," md .Iu, ,Ius pro,,, .. ,,111 ht "I'd nuny 
umtS dW1l\1lhnr """on, \,~""'r Explaon tn., ,!It .. Orr Inn, ",I •• 10 bt lUCd 
on I "" P "' .. "" 
• \~i"k", ,lunn~ [,,-,m 'Il< hton 
• \\",k" k<lmm~ thnmi(h rht "".n 
• \\'~rk" b<:mg '"",,"'''''0''' 1M )'~'" "",nn8 
• W,,,"., m.lkmg ~'()"r "mtnoo","lS bri.r 
Wh<n 1""'1"1< ,n on a em:!, ,,[ CO" .. &< til<} fU»' "tallung pit"'. lhe ,.Ikong 
P"':' "a ,ymbol 0/ ,lit ""'1'«' ,11:\, IS .,:c<'rded ... 11 p<rsor\ I"nl"p."'n~ m "'" 
,\Tel< Tho I"'rwn who IS ',,">kmg hold. tho: P'"«' All o<ht, tntmb.:t>.,. to 
IWon un,,] (ru,,- h,,-< tho: ulktng P(oct, He''''t\" ... t~pl .. n tNt, ... tho: I .. :tbutor, 
)VU ",11 N\'t 1<' p",,,J, ("Pu( to the ~"'IlP r"~'." "'lthout N\,lIlg tho: talkmg 
P""'< T<l1 tn. 1''''''''f''''1S tlul <I'Of,-,m< "1il p":in "Pponuntty to >harr "h<n 
tht urelf of Coun~, I> u"J h,!,)'""" .. ,tl ai\<, bt 1!'I',n ,ho: "PI"'rtunny nN '" 
"'..rt Tht g""'p mcntbt" "h" d" ",,. "'"n ,,, slur< <on "mph-~ tho: talking 
Pit" "" W :mothe, p'rw" 
Th<" .. Ikln~ pinet u""U w,1I b< """t'h'n~ )-"U ,hoooc,"1<ut InuuU)', Expl.nn 
,,'Iu' m""mn~" Ius 10f I''''' A talkmg P"'" ,~ulJ bt "",..rung Irom. rock to J 
.nd, '0' """k-----.:tn~· 001"" ,lut" m .. nlJ\~lul to ""," 
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THINGS TO 
THINK ABOUT 
MY ~ 
OfJSEAVATIONS 
- .-~~-
hpl.m lhaillu: Grdt Dl eour.lgt IS bao<d In N.tL,·< Amtn,·~~ 100"""'-' (", .• 
• '" >pl1bok ~ "","" u,,",~,.,..1 ''''''''P'' and 1><.lm~ pn><e",",_ TIt< mtdKlnt 
whod " d,,,,d.,. c"",,,,,,,,.d ~1th 'Il< ,,,,,k IllY< 'Il< gt<'up pr:l<.ltet u,;"'~ lhe 
.. Ilun~ PICe' TIlt ,.Ikmg In«·t ",,11 bt p.>SOt<I.TU\ln,j lhe c,""' ,ltx 10."" 
~unm~ "1th ,as) ""I"'~ =J rIDj(",."n~ I"~ ""'gr' """" ... 'htm ". I<"f'''' 
"I ""<nli ''"U'''''''''. su<h .. II>< f<1l1o""1\g 
• o.:><nh.' J r."."",,, n""',,, 
• Tdl wl"ll"'ur 1,,'''nT'' ",hl"" m .. hool" =J why 
• D.·"nbc > "I'WI,," ",rocn )'"'' had. g.~>d llmt wlih a P""ni 
• 1,1. ,b'JU\ .\1"", whm Y"u m><k a gooxl den,,,,,, 
• 'ru'e ""I, 'he ~'''l\p J >I ,"JI ,,," J"M~ \I'h,,], ,."" "~T< w<Ct"lul 
CI."" \1'1< P"""" ,,"h ",11'1< .<rr""",,,,,! 8,,,un: 1],,, "n,IJ .,. .. mp • "")''''11 
"""'" /1",1 "",-w \'"u '-> ,I>< 1."lLwM m,,,,,," '"'), "TIu, """I' ,,111 """,,«d" Or 
tile g""'p ',"l id put lhon h.nd, "" lho ""dJIt nf II>< .-'n It "n I"p ~I c .. l, ,"her, 
pu,h dC',.-", "",j 'htn """0' "" hmJ, .. ,I><".ll ,hoUI -Su""" l<>s<,hc, , 
11" •. "" d<-.ubt. will be ~ """" ')'1'" "I proct .. I", j;fOUp ~b<T" M.kc 'un: ,-'" 
p"".,,j,, II",,,, "",~"I .' ''''pi" ;UIJ .11,,,,· Iht ~mul' t" ,,' .. ("" 'M pro< .. ,<,,·,c. 
u"..... Grck> ><m><U= n<-<d c""u"""d I"""u« by.1I m<moc .. 
TIlt", ><. 1 "'11<\), ~1 p<l<-,,~,ht"" Ill< rrukm~ Ih" pn'I:tS> 1",>1\ .nd "'". I,,, 
g"'up 1IIt"' .... ,"- lh. It,,. 1'1< """" 1"11 .. ,,,· ,h. 1',«<du", <11 I'J-"m~ 'ht ulk,"tt 
P"'" .~'und ,he md. ~hk".... H""',, .. r, when 'Il< gmIJP mtm"' ... I",,,,,,,,, 
m,'''' l.m,II.or wlOh lhe proc.".),I>U <on ha,', ,he 1"""'" ","h lhe '.I'In~ f"<I:" 
&".k "'iI"", 10> lwo" "n '" "I", ht ,or W" J"nc fed fn:.: ", II,. )'''''' ,,"n 
_ rc,,,,"" In ,omm~ up ...-"h , 1t<mAl"" "")~ '0 1'-''' 'ht "1I"n~ p,«t 
I'"" c1n,Iso US<' 'M '.>.IkJn~ 1""" '0 Im,",,",m ode .. '" to <011",·, q~IOn.' 
~n"'p mtmht" "',i!l\\ ho,.. I",. """'rs ,n'M group 11"0 h<il" ,mptwi..:< ,lu, 
,il ~"'~'" );n,ur 
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52-
Defining Violence, 
Abuse, and Bullying 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NEEDED 
DIRECTIONS 
• Gro<ll' m<mh<" un<k",.nJ II>< lim>< ,..x,,,,, ..... ", md ""n.,"j( 
• {'roop "'<lnb<" 1J>.;r<_,h"" , .... :um<$< of "h<n bulh'U1g lupp<n. 
Group memlx" br-",,*,,= '''-''''1'1<$ .,r rltfitrml Iond. o! ,,~l<n« md draw 
"<kfLlUtk>ll'P"'1s 
,w., group m<mb",., /or a dcfonmon of " ......... t. up!.m to ,he group ,Iu, 
,-",k"" .. ""rd, and ... ,""" ,hot hun 0<1><". ",h<wr L1",nuorul '" Kndm~ 
Dr.t..- 100' roIumns 00. ~ ,/ulkb<".,d ~''''''''pUnL .... t><1 'ht ,iliumn. "\""b.ll 
"1'h)'S>C2I: "E"""Ion.>I: ,nJ -.... UJ.I. I>.<\: g"""p """mo.n to h""""~m1 «_ 
.mf>!<> 01 "01,,,« As Ih<V flO"" <""mpks. ,,11« Ihtm uoo..r the .ppropfl.l" 
mlumII. \I'hro ,h<".", " knI,,,,nll .. ,mr'" on <ach c~lumn p.1S' ou' 
1'1«<'> 01 pop<r.OO ""n, or 1',,,,,,lo.lO 011 pan"Lp>I1rs and MY< 'hem nu'" clth· 
ru'1OI> >P!r:ti>. Aik In.m IQ c"""'" 0'" word [",m . 1 ... :md 'HUt" .. snull .. 
I"""'hw on til< m!ddl. ~r , .... paPO' 11><n. Iuy. them .. I,,, ond """. =on<! 
.. or<! [rom tho ... 1n< I,,, SO tIw." b<~,n.' '" ""I' .,ou,!<l tl>< f,'" ,,~rd fh.o} 
,11m .. hI, 'Iwd "",rd ''''''''lin"" dl< '1",,1 md '/." "., m thll f.uhKln "ruil ~II 
'Il< WOld. In. \,,,,,, _d Th" d<""'M""'< ,Iu, .1\ ~r II>< <urnpk. or, 
"uchffi In SOffit (orm \'~U m.o, '''Ih 10 Iu,',' ~";I\lr "",ml>"" nnl< > d,~n"kln 
'l'lr>l ror ,II lo>UI \"", 
I~;od • d"".,.,..,.",_ .,"'n~ q ....... """ o.uch ;os 'hr iollo,,"<Ilg 
• An- 111<" "'''''' .,ump"" th.u rrught t~ In """. ,Iun """ 11>1' 
• An- til<" m<'fC ,Uc., )'",", un add to tt.< \"",.nJ '1""),' 
• \\bn--< &.:, til< worn ""11,,'1\: flt_' 
• \\'lut ';'1'<' of acttons.md bclu'wrs (O"W b< ct>ru><kml bul!)'n~' 
• AI< lru,r< d,iI<<<nc<s b<t ~«n ltull)'m~ b.l)')"I"'" .n<l !he <""mpl<> ,I"",J,' '" 
thr l&.t., 
• How.rn <JIhr" .fI",.d b)' It...: b<Itl,'.",,1 
• I'''''' do "' .... , pwpI< dn "'t...:" tlw:\i _ bul l"ng boltl,W" 
, .. ,-----
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Expl.ln to group mtmbe ... that, 10' tt.. purpo«< of thi< group, thty Mlould I 
und<rsand thaI am... .nd b\l.11yl>1g have tht sam< definlt;"" os I'iok",,, "'words OT 
•• ;!tom; tilal hu n ptopk ." Bullylng k5 any beh,,,,io, that hul'l$ <om<o'" el<t or 
that intimidates, th""'m., or C1'eates Ita, In tht =Ipitm, h is bullying whtlhtr 
tit< pt""" In .. nd<d it to be hurtful 0, noI_ Expbin tlut group m<mb< ... "" not 
""'" to .gr .. wtlh this d~nnitlon, butlh<y do _d [0 undustond tilalthl. defo-
ru,ion I, 1M basi, of th< ",",k in tn. group_ .... k them what they dl$a&- with Qr 
agf« wtth In regard to Ii'>< dofinilion you p .... n .. d . Mak< . Il00< lor your,tli 
ttg>rding group m<mbt,,' ".pon ... to ,hi, definition, 
THINGS TO ~ Di>cU>$ing defin;'ions 01 Yio;>l",,;(, abolt, or ,,"l1yl"£ can be. touchy subject, esp<-
THINK ABOUT d .lly ,,'hen group members h.v< bt= ta'W''' QI bullymg behavi",,_ You can 
dofu« """'" 011fl. p.rticipant>' delemi"e""" .nd hesi""<y 10 porticip"" by 
holping thorn focus on bd"vior'l "'tt..r than Judgrnm" of propk 0< tbtm«l~ 
In .ddition, you cm :uk them 10 begin by focusing on "oIem behavior th.I!u' 
been directed OlIMm. This """-tId fl. lp 1lu:m be mo .. op<n to sharing ,I>< "me> 
.nd "'o)~ in whkh ,hey hav< been to'W't<d 
It .. helpful to Slay concWe in Ih" oclivll)l ond no< 10 eng.age in d""usslons .bout 
which type of vioknt behavior k5 WOr!< . It helps to ~blish. common under· 
ru.nd mg il you . ppro>och olilype. oll'ioltncc 0\1 on equal kvel , Th" 000 !lilly be 
"good I'me 10 ... t group "",mb.,,' <>pimo'" .bou t 1he impact t haI buliymg 
beha\'\or 11M had on them . nd to kod Into . dis<ou,sion "" how they wtn: oble to 
g<t through these difflCUl , ",u,,\ons , IIv'h>t kind 01 m«so~ d id they g''''' them· 
« I"", in Older no< to «tal .. " or btwme more dep......J .bou, th<lr situ"lonsl 
MY ~ 
08SERVATlONS 
, 
What Is Bullying? 
Thu curriculum" ba<.:d on tht lSSumptk>n !hotl>ttlly -
1"& .nd abo« Iu, .. the "u". dtfonilion .. 00",,,,, 
"word> 0< .«i"", thaI hurt propk ." Bullying is ony 
be",,,,,, , lru.l hun. someo,.. el<t 0< that inl!mida"<, 
,h". (ens. or Ctt.,,, I<ar on th. re<ipoent 11 is bullying 
whethtr u." p<TWn im. ndtd i, to be hurtful or not, 
, .. ,---.--
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53. 
Recognizing Signals 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NEEDED 
DIRECTIONS 
.... • Group m<mh." und",,,nd ,he "".!.oJ."", p""' ..... 
• Cr.'up "",m""" 10.", ,,, rd.",,!), ,h< .. .o;uh , .... , ,ho)'.« btComlfi~ m'T'''.,." 
on~\\" IOn .. 
• G,,,,,p m<mbt .. !<am l~ dc'",1" «""""" bd", .. th<y blow up 
... 1,.,,,"P m<mh<" draw If>< E>c.l>uo" ',yd ... "",""t,. . ,'.mt)' "I "gruls ,luI 
md'r'" ,i'M.-)- >r< g<t!!f\I! ,"'-.... , Jrld "11t< tMLr t'''''' "I\'Uh "" I),"" dr ... on~ 
... f"o 1""'''' "I """"'pnlU ," ughoard I""",d ~n ,I>< ".11. , .. :h "'l1h "'l< 01 (II<' 
1,'I1,,"'n~ ,,·~nls Or phr ..... · "Il00)' -h, .. IHl&"· -Th<,"..n,,: !lot "'1:fU1 \\"m... 
-tl,~ ~grul ~nu.>b,"''' , 1"1"" lor t;och IlfWP m<mbu, pencils. .00 '''"' un' 
",1"",d I"nc,ts. OT "",km 
... Dc .. ~,n., f<".I",,," eye", 1>« p>~. j H) "n <I,.. du l khc..nl~, "'''''pnnt 
«rliom It l<l "",up "",ml><I< .• nd d,,,,u;:; <h< ",u«d 1SO'ue>,. 
~,", j", ,..,.@""'rth..t,heE>.:..iallon(yd ........ I['· .. rrp<,tcdm.m\'1\me.on' 
"wk "t "Tn In > d.j ~or 'h""" \\'h~ h;o, .. "pcn<n.:cJ tim C)~Ic, u blings "n 
"",", hlm~ AA II\< lI'"up '" ,fu",.he f«lmgo thai a p,,,,,,n "ho" """k ,n 
'M .,~It m1~ luI" (h ,,[,'" rnd; ,.,th k.lm~' ,,[ ~u,I' ,n>,[ .tun" 1", '''''' 
Ntu', ,"r< ) 
_"k group "",mho", '" Th ,nk q"",h- ,bout wh,1I ,,;:.ruts tI ... , "",~n"" Ih-' ,dl 
,hem Ih<I"r< """'~ to;;<1 >I~d ,lU' \\'hII. [I,,), 'r< J,"n~ 'h", W"" ,hem 
.",h, P'«'< Ilf I"'per and ... k 'Iltrn '" "'1" 'ht £,.,.L""", C)'ck I~", l'ndo:r 
lhe "'"rd, 'Buold l'p- on ,I>t d",lk!>""rd Or "'''''pn''!, "me, -1\001\ -~«h"", 
-Thlu~h'., H,~ Slgnol w""h, H,~ S'~n;l1 '''''''H'''''' -
,\slo. the ~r,'up mtmt>e" r,' wt< whal ,heLl bod"" d" wht1\ !I>t,'.", ~"'t\~ 
",,,,,,,,J-wh<n ''''''''n >I,n" '" b",ld up list 1m" ""I'~\""> "" ,I\r ",rp P"'" 
"I f"l"'r Lohtl<J "8.'<1\,-' I,,,, flU)' n«d '" I'''~''I'' ,I,,'m "'Ltl\ qU<'>lIOru ",,1\ .. 
!1In< [)" Y"ur mu>ch ~, uli,h" [)" I'l'" 1'-'«' Dc"" "~,, ""!lULl! r..,1 fT"um"\I 
[\) roo dCn<h '"'' I;",' r)" hI" ~ ,""tir , .. ,h' Do \',lU ,!:<I qWCI 0.' I "U #t 
,~' 
,\,.1 II""'P m.,nl,.." '" ,1 ... " III< I«lmg> 'h<\' <~p<n''''. \1,,,. ",U"run: ""!!,,', 
..->d, t><>t,..Jr", ,.-.pf"<!- dcrn'<s<d ",nlu.,,'d r"'''t,,,J ="L<d, .n",'yu[, Lhl 
tilt", r< 1''''''' "" 'h< P'f"" w..t.J 'f<dll\~ .... 
"" ••. ---.-
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THINGS TO 
THINK ABOUT 
t><>n,:ll.k thtm '0 "",," III< ' h""""" ,hi, TIln 'hmu~h ,11<" 1I<.,b "'I><n 111<,' 
rXp<'ntfl<t "..,...Iul "'U'''ons, Ih<n k" oh< .. tnpono<. on tb< 'I'P"'PIU" pal'''' 
TIt<>< m.1)' "l<luJ< ,1k>l>gfIt< ...... h .. , 'j'"" can't .. Ik to fit< 'h,' "'~, -"'hu' up." 
"y"" d,,,'-' kn"" wlut Y'-"" f~ LllIuIlj; .ob.,'ut." '"I 1u1< you: "c.n. "''' '" m)' Ia< __ . -
.,'" '),,,,,-,, "upld" 
""n, .. k g'~up tn,,,nb.,,, " ,;h.or< "'''''' ~f tOt" Ik~ "~nJl "",nJ, n.....,", 
I<""d, '" rhf_' ,hi, «.11., bothrT 'I><m, Aj(.un, h .. <'"1''''''''' on ,I>< .ppropna<t 
paP'< 110<>< could bt , .. n1<'S '" Iabtl,. pu,-<\..N.,... ",tot .. -oro.!< phf ..... ,Iu, 
dmlun", ,h"."n ,ho;lf 1.1tIl1,<> '" 1""00', >nd 50 on 
[,lUll), .. ,k ~rour mtml>e",~ ,h:l.-. h<-.. ... ~I ""u'"",, n,.«.,t pIac<~ '" ,n· 
""""" 11\ wht.:h lh<)' 81' "",.,..,J tJ>O ""1'<"''''' ,~, Ihr 'PPml""'" 1"1'''' Ir.c.., 
m.11' b. bmJI)' II-'.h<nngo;, .<1"".1 ,,-.nl.', d .... """"" oj ,."',,',, .. wpt<> ""h ... 
~'Of 1r1<nd>, nd,"& In II>< Cat bt'Ilj; m ,he d ' n'n~ """.." ond '" "n 
Reb n...~ ,,, ,h, 1<1,_ lund <ldr .>! ,t>< ,,,.:1< 1.h<1<-d '"S."ld l 'p.'" P"m' <>Ill ,hao .til ,,( 
,Iw [h,n~ .lIn II»', IU'f od<",,),<d.r< JJI'M' ,Iu, CJn .kl1oh<m Ih., 1ht-, •• " 
gtt1ll\,', '~I)' l<"",,:md """d,~ .. 1:< eM< "I ,1..[",_1,,,, 50 '~' ",II !lOt "bI~w up 
Tho """""'" 'i><)' .. n w,lI)' 'hr .. pub oh< bt"", \~ "an "k< ,",Il: ul tll<m-
"a"" 
It" .. ,Ix go-,-.up "",<nix" "'''1<_ In oh< Bu,IJ L'p" ;,,,H,,,, ~I ,n.lf 1"['<";- ,11<" 
,""Tt "pub." ,n.), .. l>!P ,,, , .. " """', .. ""Im~', 'hn<l~h"_ lip, j1pul ,..~rd<, 
,00 "'" ,,~I '''''"'''''n, 
Ill," ,n. j[I"<'up m<mc..,-.; ,n.n .dJ ,<11"" and ",",,,,,I< ", ,I", ,,It< ~ 
.... (j" .. 'h" IKU",,' plen'" pitlrn< >nd m<'n,,,~ It.. ~/(>up '" f,od n,,, ,j ''''"'' ,.,11)" 
un<kr>oUnd Ill< ,),..1< .nd ,tot tlttd '0 UI'<rI,,'" 1." ,be"",I"" ~,rl)' ,n d,Jh,ul, 
.. ua,~'ns. 1'Il~""" wn.n ,I>< "aWhlfI Ix,o""" 1<""" 
II tn.), bc d,ft""io Jor )"<lun~ !,<opi, ,,) Ixl",,'o ,Iu, "'pp,"~ <>Ill .>1 IIx b .. ,lI" .", 
eyd, «qulle> '''''''~ H,lp ,lwm ,<1"111<: ,t.; td" "j b"'~r.-, <tnph1>illn~ 'Ik 
'''" ... ~ \l "'l", .... ,~ P')' .. t<ntkJn 'co 'I><tr ~.bJ,,,,, , , ~t.;mJ 1<1 ",.Ik ' ''''') 
It""" dlfflcul, "tu..I!on , D,,,-,,,,, I<"h ,I>< R'U"P 'h< """~,~ 'h<I 11.>.,', 'c .... ,,'rd 
1OOut .. 1ut Ibc'-'n: '"PI"""d w d,. when oh<}~" In' ",m Ill"" ,bcm ... Ik 
.1-.,,,,,1>< ""'uk> and "lulkngn tfut <"'" lof oomront who ",.n" '" ... Ik 
.w»' lrom, d,lh,~h '''IW"pn 
MY ~ 
OBSERVATIONS 
,,,,._-'.'.-
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Escalalion Cycle: 
Build Up , Blow Up, Calm Down 
~ ____ ~Blow Up 
Build Up 
~~---~Calm Dowll 
Ucal.tion Cld<; Build u p. HI"", up . Calm l)Q .... n 
l1I< ~""",""n (.)'<"';, a "C~'U' md~ .tu. """pI- ge L ,~,,~h' In The, can ,bc 
k,rn to dwupl tl>e <yd. h has .h...., p ....... 
Bmld.up pI=< The pt""" retls u"',..,a<lng It"""" 
Z B1,,~ _up pI.- Tn. pt'><>It Ia»o", out .00 ",,,,,bod)' &"" nun 
) u lo\-dO\l" phase: Art .. ",,,,,,u,It hJs 1><0" hun the l,m,,'n I, n:b",J, hu, 
lilt p"N>n r«b gu,h,_ .""'"",d '>r <ntl>.om.""d 
The", ... nun)' ,,~Is dunn~ ,he b,"ld·up pi...... ,1>.0, ,= okn )',,,-, \<. ,n. "e' 
11>.01 ">'" '''' f""ltn)l, H",,,,,..tn~I,' t<rue 1'1)'tnK .ll<tn,,,,, ,,' ,he;,: 1I1l"01, ""n tt<lp 
)'<'" "'old hunf"l 1><11""0,, TIl< <.a,iI«),ou p"), " " e"",ln 'h< ",,1ft 'l""I..I,' )',." 
c.n ... k< , .... "f ,'""""U .nd " . .,.j tf>< hl"",""p plus< 
n",rt ", Jlv.-." "I~ L,m' I" ""P In.. """I.""" Ihmu"h"", ,ho: I'ro(~. )"." ,an 
,.hoo!.t '" 01\'1' (}u1 ,'f Ihe <~" " ., .",- p<,tn' 
1I1~k .. 'OUT'A~'· ," >I~p ,be 'J-'<k If WU .'" ok". )''''' (.on r"""",,u< )'''''' (m n 
lW':iI. If ""'.,,, h",,', tno"~h, )'''" <= t~k< •• r< of )""",,11 ond >!up ,lit 
P'''''"''' \",!ktn~ ,way In.>m > "'''>lIOn LIke> mc''''' b'-"-'::T;' ,tun f'~I""'~" ou, 
,.,""-.,-.,-
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65. 
What Is 
OOAL 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NEEDED 
DIRECTIONS 
ntlMGS TO 
TMINK ABOUT 
Like? 
.. (;~'ur n- """" ''''''1;''''' h .... "'¥, \ v",l,,,,-,. ,00 p'"'' 1001<. """00. k<1 
,.." .n~ ,-<II 
... f'rl ~ ,,, ''''''P '" bu th,o, ...... "I u; )",,, IlI< .. run- .. ~hL hun ,,,,,,I>. 
"'," ~ ...... 11 lUnd "" l ,n,. ... ",.,..,. ... , .nd ask , ... h !U"'Jp momb<, '0 ~,,,, 
pk .. I,. ........... A)", all J""'r tn<n'\,.. .. Iu\~ ,~Ipl",d til< .. ..,n'm, .. , 
'h"" ", .. ><I ~,,,, ,,[ ,h= "'nt,'n" .. l'" ,h<m ,>0 (ht ,~k~"rd '" "'''~rnnl 
.-\sl< G"""'''''' w,:1> ... 'hr 1011;0"'",, 
• W"'t d". ) ""'"'" abo,u, , ...... """ 
• W)y, '" '''' .m .• nt«,' 
1-1.11" ,,,,I> ~r owmo., ,I\ooot.,... "I ,t .. ",""",',,, h< ~f '" W, '" and ~,." 
• r~IU'" ~r ''''' "e'1<""'nL ,\10 .. ,11 1lI''''P .... n'he .. ha" ,nmrklrd ,h"" po 
tu'", ..... ,hem 10 ~nlr tbtL! p .. ;t""u "pLmll"ll wlul "'. "",iuJ,d. Wh.ll 
1M mdud<d, "h.;" ",I"" ""< u .... d, ~d '" '><l 
... tk,~ &'''''1' "",mix" ,""',....'" til< """O<I>Ce' .nth .. llt,l< tl,,'U.h, .. I'..,b~ 
T.", m,,, h ,h,"k~ •. 'n)<rt In ,Ilt ",n' .,1. m"'n,"~I,,1 Tn!"'n,,, 
H .. , Ln~ 'lkm .-'nn<c' " ..... Lht Ll I<n"" "" r,·.,.,.. 'htu un.J<~Ul~ "r ..... rr",· 
f"r,,,, til< .0" .. ,<1'< '"'''''''' ",.nom" <Lt ... to tl>< b .... n . ......,.., help p<'vpk 10 
kC .... me""", ,'c""""'''n~ 'h ',""01'" with «run ~'Lll il<lp '" ""bl»h ttl< 
""'no" 
MV ~ 
OBSERVATIONS 
, .. ,- ~ -, .... , 
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Respect 
~pm Ioollihk< _______________________ _ 
.. "" I,k< _______________________________ _ 
"""II> hk< ___________________________ _ 
l2S! .. hk< _______________________________ _ 
r<"". k<.,., hk< ___________________________ _ 
1. <1« hk< ____ _ 
,mel!, hk< _______________________________ _ 
~"V""sh' C l(!<!lll.,.I6<" F, """'""'- emo" '-"r .. .-.. .... 1M.,.."", br .. pro<hK..J •• p<N'" "1'_ 
'"d ... ~ ..... , 
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35. 
What I Know about MyseH 
MAT£A'ALS 
NU~ 
DIRECTIONS 
.. _,---
"""-" ....."bt" In<". '"'"' .. U_.u" ....... 
"'"up!llOlllhtn~'"........J .u~"'" 
.. (;roup IIWIIIbtn .,j,j 10 ."'~ _. "" <>I p<...-....l .. m'" or.l ....... ,n 
... 
A>i< ,...O<IponIf' _d, ,,"" k, ... ,h<,.,.. ........... oN., 
..... -.,It.,., ,no ,l'ulklxu"J '" ..... 'f""" ...... tb:m w o..k~"h '"" k, ~I, ".". 
,,,,,",,,, k""" """",.hm\ t!>not ,,,,,Id ""J"<I< p<_ln~"'_ ''''''.11 whtIo 
'!><y """ lV""m~ "r. '"'" "'''''"to Ihm,:> 10 <10>. thttr f",,,~t< ""' ... d><u 
.u<nll'h, ~~'n "'"" Ih< .. '''''''Tln on II>< ,Iull<bwod N,-" 001< ",n~,I'''''''' 
to h" .... n~'h, , ... ,n.. or <""n th<v kno~ t"_ .. ond I •• , ,how "" ,,,,, 
dalkt.. ... ,d 
H,,~ "'''''1jWl'' "''''' <I" ... "I Iht" p'""",,1 ,,,<~h> "" • po<tt of r>r" t>J 
0b<I> ,he« Itsu '" Il>rif ..... k, 1'hr ~,,~ ,,,,,lu" .. ,,l'o.- .., ,''',.' .1\<,-, "'" 
.-..J _ .-.h f'U'''''''''' O<lJ, • ~~ "'"""'Y 11""'1' ...... mlI<.1 I,,. :O<n, 
lu .. , ..... ' oq>~' on .«,.1., ... 'hr ...,1oL_ ... ' .... , .. ....t ,_ 
".. ...... -"~_ tb<r...,.,.., ",..J Ill. rw- "''h,oo L ~""'" 
II, All .. <><1)'<'" _IUd "'" Of hrt .... ""' ........... ,..-It. • 
• 
" 
" .... '" 
.I doio _ of """I1t".-
• 
'" 
-.. .... -"" .... In.. oouvn>< ., 
• 
" 
~, 
• 
'" 
!NCO ,,'" .""'" , .... , 
• 
" 
........ , 
"" _"' • • """"~ <><I 'ht<ll 
[,pi,," 'h." ", "mJ"l'rt.,"' "r<ITI<f1lh<, ""' "" , It I.df'" '" ,......,,, .. ,Iu< 
... l~ IIf\ ,nn",¢, "",I ,,, -.llh>, w, _' ~,,>d 1"'""," 1<11' Jk >I '''po 
'''. _.,,1.... "".bt"~\J/!" 
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THINGS TO 
THINK ABOUT 
.... '.r."~ ""m"'''' .... 0.,"< d,rr"""r. '><rq up ~lth ,,,<nil''' 1~,»1d """" 
.>..tmpk. \d ,!llirm.roo, ,~ .. Or< "''''~ 
MY ~ 
OBSDlVATIONS 
.. ,-,--- ... -
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58. 
Being Assertive 
GO'" 
D£SCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NEED£D 
DIRECTIONS 
• Group m<mb<" lnm "tu.l .rn<rtl"rn<'S> I> 
• Group m<mb< .. I<.m ass<"",', commonK"""" ,K,lI. 
• Gf\>"P m<mb< .. r«[ <mJX'Wutd In dwl<nli:m~ ."",t\n." 
f'" ... ,,,' O<T"''''''''''''> .JI.I' ........ ,~ """ f"".,..-..,.o:«<11 .. < <ommunlca"<l" .. ,h-
""<lOt;, L~"hn the clth"LI"'" .>{ ~""'<'N". 1"'" ,,- ,.....~;<_,,'-'7"~" rnd "''''''"'1 
1><0.",", .nd b.l, J,,, '".,,''' ,'" _n" ... _ ~""'Im •• Group """,,1>= "",n-
"""" ~l .. n ,J",,' tu,-, kit I,,,,,, .. d '" 
.\ ,,'py <,I \'wd<l,,,.., f,,, A_n", (,,,,,murt"".'" \ "." li~' 1.,,- .. e" group 
.... ml".! .• nd •• ho., "')'1,,,,,,11 
... ",<It IN. mlun,<,<, ", ,und m tn. mLdJI, "I Ilk- group <m,l< 1> )''''' ",tk Jb<,u, 
'" l<rrn """"",",,,, \\ b,t •• p<>l.mg. ",l~ do«r 10 'h, pt''''" on It.. mlddl, 
nlll LI ><'<lTIS h< Of ,I>< I«l> """"nu"rt.lbl< ,,"h til< d"w>« lx""rnI 'h< ,,'" ,~ 
''''' Ih<n h;,,-. th,. p<non ,,' ,,., til< ft,."" Of m > ,'hllI \1, ... ,,'<n c~, ""I 
c.ru< ,'our "<>te< wh,1e nIuntI q"""."" ,u<h .. ,he>< 
• Will, .. ,,,ur rum<' 
• H"w "Id.r< l'0u' 
• 1,\ 'hen: "'''''' you ",,",rdJ.) " ):J,(I,,, 
• \I OJ' do H'" ,Iw,y, hang ,"" ,n,h ,lut r<"''''' 
:-k><l, st.>fl ",tktng under )'OUr b", .. h .bout tIU> PC""" "Nit, ,'" f.r< tn.- .~~ 
,r<; ""0 Th<o 'urn "", .• t., tr.. !"""'" .nd »,. ,Iu, ",," ,f< m..cl h,,,. III 
"'h,k "';ln~" 
r,,,nt ,'ut dut ""'" l,o<.lI<mc"",,, .. d "AA'< .... ".nd JU'OOI •. , .. ~7l;""' • 
• "mm",_", , 
Lead. d~ on 'he <l<I,ru""", oj a","""'·<, f""I>'-, ""MW-~'" "', "Id 
",,...,,,,, !.-ho'"" I,..' "Wh.t [, ,~""fl"" Eklu""," 00 p>;:< 1-04' 
p,,,. ,,"' t .... (Ouod<tm .. I", .h"'fll\" "om",U"" "",,,, ~n,1 bd • dJ",,,,,,,,,, "" 
1>." .. ,,,.,.. ,h<m ".~, ,lu, u"n~ Ih, (;u,oid""" h """''''1< ('n"""ruc~ 
,.., 11I,'[c_ W""P m<mb<,,' chao<" io< ."""~ th"" I'>in" b<.>.rd by ,~Iw" 
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Ask tbe group to uk< turn'; WrIng timt5 when they hov, !'elt that >omeont Ii!-
t<'ll<'d to thmt and ><I""lIy hurd tOOt p<"'1t. When " .. ryone has had. tum, "'k 
quCOli<>ns such .. the loliow!ng: 
• Wh>t was hoppming in these ,i,ul1i<>nsl 
• How did the <><he, pct$Oll demo""rate thot he or >he was lliterung> 
• How did you feel when thi> per>on lo. ... ned to youl 
• Did you g.t whot you .... ru.d tight .way' 
• If not . ,...,It helpful 10' you to know thot.t Ie.., thi> person 1il1,ned' 
THINGS TO ~ Scm< mrmhtn ""')' try 10 'Q;Ur thot this "'''ff dot; t\(l( wmk. thot you. the w;U· 
THINK ABOUT lto'o, . mll>! u .... in . d,umLmd . eo"",d, 10' the .. ke 01 OIgIlrnent thot It moy 
no. work, but lor Ihi> aaMI)' they will . t lust ho .... 0 cho"", ,0 try It In the 
d"",mland wh<", you hv .. 
You may t1", rum« tho t this locus moy be. way to.voKI trytng new thini', 
Pomt OIlt tho' ><ling . ggr<»iv<ly is "milo. to hoving 0 tantrum, thot no one 
,",'OIlld w.nt to be around >omeon< who loy down on the ground ond kiokrJ and 
"" urned ""ry tltnr ht or ,he did not gtt whot was .... ntw.. and tho, people olso 
don) wan' to be.round >omeQ"" who is violent OT "W"''''''' 
YOIl truly olso cholleng< group m<mbrn to Come up with ,itwuioru where 
.... ni •• "" .. will no! work. You ""'Y choo.<-lQ demons' ... '" >Ome .-mve 
,"porue' to the .. <It,,.dON, Rtmind group members ,ho, the g",,1 of being 
.... n iv< i> to .. y how you f«land whal you .... ru. Once you hoI'< done thi'. 
you h:o .... been .uccusful. 
Scm< group members moy "y tho, tho. lyp< of "pproath silo,", thal you ore , 
wimp. As~ the members to gi .... you on ... mple 01. CQf\fltCl "(""lIott. Ask them 
to 1<11 you how. wimp migh' handle tha, <It'''UOI1, Thon help them .. , the dif. 
f,rence between the wimp's ,u"'ion (. passive ,<action) .nd on .,..,n' .... 
re.ponse. 
MY ~ 
OBSUVATtoNS 
, .. ,--
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What 1s Assertive Behavior? 
Aggrtssive bchavior 15 when you al'l demandmg, II'l dL5l'lsllC'clfu!. or 
sImply try to lake whal you ",anI Aggrus'\'e b.ohaYior can become 
VIolent or abusiv~ The goal of Ixlng aggressive is to get whal you want 
This aggressIVe communtcation slyle is dlflel'lnt lhan bemg aggl'ls-<Ive In 
sporn. When people ael 'ggrtS$Lwly, mey <I.1'l Indlrecl m e><prosmg Ihelf 
rulings and al'l Ll'iually undur ,boUI what they ""lnt 
J'usi\"c bc h.\ lor L5 "'nen )"OU J\LSt go .Iong Wllh whal e-,"erybody el~ 
wanl5 UlSIead of saying Whal ),OU ,""lnl or nttd. Those who pl'ldom,-
nand)" usc pa561\'C rommumcallon appear 10 be m:lfupubu\"t;and 10 Ix 
hKl.mg Utt:lf rulmgs They II'l nl'lly duro aboul whal lhey wanl Th~ 
p:ople have the same goal lIS the people .... ho al'l IggTOSI'-e to go:l WNI 
Ihey Wanl. Thos kind of beha\~OT can b,-e you fnlmg empty, depnwd, 
and ~ntful 
I'~sslvc-aggress;,"c bch~vlor L5 when )'ou jusl go along wilh Whal e"cry-
body cl5e "''3nts 'f15tcad of saying whal )'OU want or need, but you fnl 
angry or re~mful and gel ba<.:k at people bter The way you get back II 
them isn' ""<:essanly connected to what you'l'l mad about, so 11 can be 
pi'llly confusing to c'-erybody Involvd 
Asscni\'C bcha,"ior is when you say clearly and dirutl)' whal you wanl 
and how you lui bUL i'lmam TtSp«tful of the other pc~n and hIS or bcr 
wt5hes as well. You mJ)' or =y not go:t Whal yoo want, hUI )'Ou WID be 
.ble to Ittl good aboul yourself. and you .... Lil face Itss risk of grtung hutt 
Or SCIUng into trouble 
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Guidelines for Assertive Communication 
• Prepare YOUr$<lI, Ask: 
l. What is my fra"" of mlndl 
2, What is my "",I in Irying l<> odd,.... Ihis i»u<1 
), What is the ""'in 'hing [wan' ' 0 communlca,.) 
~ , Wha, om I fetUng and what do 1 ...... nl '0 ha~ !lapp"" in thi> .hwuionJ 
• U .. l-Sla1<menl$ 
• Us< ~ptctful body language, 
• Sand or.lt", a ~tful di<lanco, 
• Pay . n<ntioo l<> liming. II may be best 10 add,.... your <"""om< .. anotho, t;m<o t(w OtNr 
",!'>On is SO lipo<t tha, lit or .she cannot bt Op<n to wklng, 
• A",;d asking questiON;, 
• [ryou muSt •• k qut<tlons,1Ok only clarifying questions, 1; .. 'Could you !u:lp me bettor 
undo"tand how)lOU art .... ing tm. situation?' or "\Vould \t be ht lpful for "'" to try to oxpWn 
who, I'm •• ying :molhcr way?' 
• II< . ...... <lu, i! is be"., to under.umd than l<> 1>< un<l<"'ood 
Coprri&ht (> lOOlIW<Idt. FoondatIc<I, c.-r CI!), MInn<1o<>, nu. _ may b< ,.~ lor p"""",l, ",,"p. 
0< ,IH< u>< ooIy 
, .. ,--
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78. 
Healthy Choices 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIALS 
NE£IH!D 
OIRECTIONS 
• r",,,,p "",mix" b""", u,ld< ...... oJ ,o. kk. ,>/ ",.k!n~ ..I",,,.,,, 
• "",up ""''''"''''HIe",I,,!, ,,,, ... >«1 undrrnmdJng u{ h"", t" "'-'Itt br.ltI 
(00t( .. 
... lo,""p mcmh<n I", ,h,,,.,, prop!. Iu," '" ow...11<1 W<htLh' ,,".ct .r< llalttty 
md wi I<h 1r< ",,1><.1,", 
... 01,,,,\\,,, '-"Ult",. "" th< d",I,boor<! '" """'I'nm ..... pam'~l"n'" to JUm<' 
.. gruh"nt f'<"pl< In til"" h,-... ""h., 1"""1>, " .. IKr>. ," I.h., oJul" w. 
, ... '" m ''''I<h-h;md ,,"umn &k I"n"'lwu,. w "' ..... 'no Ill'"" <>f , .... ", .. 
th<>< >dul .. Iu" ", m.'< ,,,.I k .. ,,,", ,00,,"; m lh< nsht.h.md column Tht 
,h, ... ~, ml~hl In""'< ,runp .",h "I!"mn~ up r""" ""d, It'"n~ ,,' "'",1;. """~ 
Iu",h. «><Iml! II!. I"P<' <k,l<l l"ll wi ... , Ie nul« fe" "'Pp<f, och<duhnjj ,,, ..... 
I"'~"""'~" tOm dukl"'n', "'-tim ..... m"lun~. dMk,"~, ,,~"~ Jrup. >oJ ", 
on FLrully. "' • ..., 11"."'1' ,,, "'"" . " ,,, "'" ",hoch ~I <h<>< <~ ..... huhh) 
'hok'r>.oo v,'hJ,.'h ,re "'" 
"", ... k In.: Y'.'r to ""In< dW>Q> ,br)' n«d w .... k< m 'h<H t" .. nJ:,h' ""~ 
I""", could ... Iu.l< !h'B .... '" .. ,,-I><n "'1'1" ur. wh.n ",,,.1,,, .. , lor br<:Lk. 
!.". "'!1<,hn ", lakn '" d, .. .t~"" '" ,,",>0>1, "'''' '" '''"' ,'tn,,,, )'«1'0. «tao 
:oct.""""'~ 11" ",,·,,1 ..... "'_ ond '" "" ""'nl< tbr>< on tlv bo.anl m l\t'~ Inn, ... 
,Iv,' .n: """,d 
11 .. " ,t-.< """up m<mb", wl<nllh ~Nch.1t Iv.lth" ,",,,,,",.oJ "'~'k 'h<m I'l>,:_ 
willi r<"" , , ""',n~ , he.lth" ,no.:., ~~ <I""'JO<b .",,1> OS til. foil"" 'III 
• II,,.. d" ",-", ck< k r<'" ",II =1:<. ht.lth) <1><>",<' 
• Wh,,, k,l\dj oj "''''01, """" ,,"" ~, If ''''' ""' ... h<,lthy ",,-"cl 
• Wh<- .ruJu,,,., .. )'OU "hm mak'nl' !lulu,,' d>ao:e' 
• l'\, )'" ,h',," .l><-u, ",hoi. '''~ <l", m'~t 00 h<l"", '''''' ,~ •• ,'do 
_mnhlng' 
• p.., '''"' ."" "",,,,I, "'Ilh .tn)""" ,I><' 
'ie." ... ,., !""In b" '''If <II tll< _ ... 1<, t., mll",,-,: h .. l,h, ,boo.·.>, ~ 
tlu, """'~ .. ,h< ..... t..>rd In"" "d><f'll;l •• n." .11< ... ". Ibn' m.a\;.o: .. h, '"'' 
'"'--
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r:"'="N'Q::"T::O:---'~" Tr;- '" ha,', ~n"'l"'n" ,drnufy C~ ,hal ,hoy.re moM r.m,h.r ""h ''''' 
THINK ABOUT may """d ", 'mpM\O:< ,hat man)" 01 tho <Mien tht). mak< "'om !tuDor. _h" 
choosing ,,-httht, '" no. 10 pu,lwwu.. "" the!' co .... 1 or wh"h <>de '" ,t..-
MY ~ 
OBSERVATIONS 
.. ,_ ....... 
.. _ [0 ... .Jk on I. may Ix dlll-'cui, lot ,hem to tn.1kt.1>< <on"",'",," bo:,,,,«" 
,h .......... ,r" ,ho,,,,; >nd I"'" 1I,h<>I< ,de> ~r ""km~ h .. I,II), ,hOI," In 1",,[, 
tlunking .bout lItalm)' <hOI,," ml} b< I "''' "I"'!'It1I« for &lOOP m<mlx" Ill: 
pali./nl 'Mlh '"" ptoc«s nu. IS mot"'" "''''''y U1 ... lnch)''''' .... "mp\)' pw". 
mg ... d, <I .. , "'II.u'I ... ·• In Ill< lUlU .. 
H.lp group _mb .... urnl""'nd th>, ofl./\.no obsud., to m.lkm~ he.1thy 
chOlCtl." tooled '" a P'''''''' thought>.. In wha, thc:)' l<1I Ihtrmtlw, HoiI' 1M .. 
,.,,,runt ,IIt ... "......~.n<! ' .. " 1""""" .It..".,,,-... rro..,d.!I"'""P m(mb,,,. 
""II h'"" In",b oI.11",n.lJo<I >ad 'II<:"",..~< ..... nl 'hrou~hool In .. "'''''HI fond 
",..on ..,btl. WA)" Ih<}'." "",Lun~ he.I,h), eho",", =d p.>)' Slgruh,.nt alt.ntL"" to 
!!>tm. <>q>IonnR ,r."" pro ...... on nuking ,!It <1><",,,, 
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91. 
A Safe Place 
GOAL 
D£SCRIP'flON 
MATEJUALS 
NEEDED 
DtRECTIONS 
..... _-
0",up """,bel< \<kmtl", pl",~:u ",boo! ~r ."",htr In<I'',''''''' ",bet< d~·)· 
1«1 ",k 
~ Tile ~n'"p J,'''''''p'' '101)' ")l[<,hrr about. youn~ 1"''''''' "h,' "",d,. ",I. 
poo. ,hon od,n"r." > pL..", ., ",,+>0,,1 Qr ",..,hr, ",."'utom wi><r< , .. h f''''''' 
",0' I.· ... ",r,· 
... ''''''' ru ,,,,,, , thr« ",lLll,,,", In .. h~h ["n .. ,f'O"" m1Sl\l kd uns.ai Mk Ih<m 
",1><" lbo}- ""uld 80 '" ~ hom thr)- would ",\I< ,~ ,n '"",,' ",'"',,,,,,, S," ,luI 
In nunv !I'm<. ,ht,< .Ire p~<> ><, ",,<I< '" wi"," pL.""" .. n "" .. k m "I\, 
,10<1<", r"", hi",. '" ><>CCCT or 1mk<,holL the ..ckh",,, . ,r\J In "'",b.oJl Ln. 
1>;»<, As\: Guo"'''''' ""n .. til< f~II""'n~ 
• \\1"" m.i .... plA« .. r.' 
• 11,,,, <kn. pI;&<'br<om<SJltl 
• I-l"w d~ ,-"" .n"." y''''' '" ",I, the",> 
• '" 1><,"1' ",I,. ""hng'" ,n .. '<om' 
• "'" In.,,, MI,=, .. "" ,.1 n., [«It"" ~,r, 1 ,,,.< I,<I"'~ .... 1, .. h •• "", ,Ton< 
m,clotted d,lie","! than ,,<' k<1,n~:We II. !O>n~ "II""'P!< ,,~," I"'-,Iung 
r"" .,,,,,1Id 1 
• \\1><n Iu,., \...., 1.1l "",.1.1 
• \\'h" J..! Y"" <I., ,,, I«I .. It ,,..,", (P<tiu,,, I,r, tOt "",...,,, I 
• WI;.."" <lui Y"'" ,;1. ", <'f"" t<, help ,,,,,, 1<<1 >.<Id 
\>k ~",ul' m<ml><" hI ,,,,,,,,,.1< 1'""'"' IlKv <on ~ '" I ,,' In ,," ,n. d>aJ~-
· " .. J <'r "''''I'M' A" ""'011",,, ", ,\om", ... k I""pl<' ,1.'1' ,"n ulk ,.' L~" , ...... 
• '" ,1'0< ,falkh" .. 'lI ,,' """"'I'M! ,I,k ,hom '0 1<11 wiuo ,n..,. "<'< 'hmk,"~ Junr.~ 
• "'r.' ",11<" ,n.)' .. ,,... ,n an "",.,", 1'1.><, fm,lk"'" ,r.:m ", >It,," "I).,.,!he 
"n,1J I<II,",.-I ........ n.-n ,~,~ ... <m "".~. LN'", 1"-""'''' .. II-m< ... ~ '" 
,II< .!kh.,..'lI "f """'pnn' 
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THINGS TO 
THINK ABOUT 
Mk group "",,,,be,, ,,, holp)'OII cit",""" SIN)' .bou,.)'OO~ PC""" who IS tl>< 
<0"", ' 8" .. 'h<;' or<, .hl for> n:un" lor tm. I"'""n, II thr P""" <"">I."" 01 boIh 
boy> ."" &,ds, »Ie IlItm ,,'tv., ~ndtr 'hI> PC""" IS 0.1><",,',,", "' ... tIY y<lUnR 
1"''''''' tilt .. "", g<nd" .. 11>< group, T<ll thrm othtr )'0Ilng peopk ha,'.,."..ro 
thi> 1"''''''' .bout mon)' Ihm!t' Ask Ihtm to think "I ""'1< thinit' th,. 1"""'" 
m,"', Iu,-. Wtl<n Ia>td .r."" Thm SI.t< ,Iu"lu. )"''''ttg P"';oo al",'o)" hJ,J. 
<or:. pbc. '0 go .. hI> tmm.. wl>(T<' I>( Iclt pIOlw.d hum ,,-.'}'OO< wI;" ",uld 
1.-,,,, hlnl H. 01", Iud. f':>"o"l I",nd w .. Ik I".nd.n odult I~ lun~ "'" "'nh .nJ 
... Ik ,~ .• hhoug!o oot fl('(""""I)' .lx>u, tl>( 'tlOmS 
Conunuc t l>( "o'}' tJ). ",ymll'lu, tlus )'oung I"'""n [!PI t<_d b,. ,I>< ....... ct--
IN" I~r .. " .. 001< ,,~k, .n,l"""" lit 1.1l ___ _ 
Ask In. W"'p to d<, .. k>p.lI>< "I I"'hn!t' >rOd 'hooo,ht> tlw tho, f'<""" m,giu Iu, .. 
Tn.".,k In.m lO tum< P"''''''' """"'1:'" lit ",," 'd ~'" h,m",11 ,,,,,.><1 Wn', IhiJ 
!1st an In. dwkboord Of """'rnn' Whrn tn. ""')' I> d,,,,,,, n..v. ,lit group "",m-
b<" d"w ,ho; 1"""'" mil 110< PI""'" ," ,t.: pi: ... I>( w,"1 ,~tO 1«1w. 
!Lad • d""u .. "", ..IunJl q"""""'" ""h .. ,I>< I~tl""'m~ 
• Wh<", 1n 'f>< ",hool (<>f otl><, Lrt>tJ'U""") tould )"'" r.d ",I" 
• \\ h"h p"0pl< tn tho ,(1)<,,,1 (0' ",h<' ",,,uu,,,,,, 1 could YOU ",!.k ... Ik ,,"h' 
tAl]..,,,, port"- '"..O l; '0 "1\J)'J!k ,,"h 'h" port M.n, "I 'IItm rru)' 001 h,,-. • 
.. I< poo >l tl>< 0<1.001. or m:>nl' or tlwm m:I)' mm,m= ,he tl<'tU w / ... 1 .. 1< 
.. ,n. "h<ool, I"'rticultll)' ,I 11><)' ,!~ "'" I.d th .... ""'d' 
• I, lilt ... dlff".",. Ix,,,,,," 1 ... I,ng .. I.:at ",h<,,~ I'" ,~ho, tn<!Ltu,,,,,') and 
kdml!,.Ie" homo' 
• \Ilut" ,t.: d,II<"nL"" 
• Wh.u """ <>t ,~,n!t' "',,,,W h.lp ,r,., ",h""llor ",ho, ",,,itu',,,n I led m,,,,, ",t.' 
• \\'IuI "c"'<!(t<'> .""Icl lit ur'Kkrwkrn h' rruk< ,n. ",h,,,,] ,'" (lilY, ,",,,,,,,,,,,,1 
mO'e ,.,1,' 
• ( .. n )'<'u 'h,nk ,,! pl",,~, ~ t.:" ),"-' Iu,'< !<l1 ..,1< tn ,I>< pH' 1M "'<>uld make 
)'OIl 1«1 ,,1, 'f\JLn J"" bv thonlung aboul """" 
[hI> las< q ..... wn IS '_'p"' .. Uy iml"'rwn' 10 d, ....... tf "..rtlC'l"mt' """" un..bk ,n 
''''n'']''' ",.1 pi"" .. '''~, tn I.e! ... 1. 0.... .... , pbc., ",II<,. )'<>u 1«1 ",,1< 0' td, 
.. I. 'O'f><n)"" w'''' p",,,ns up 
"'''''' ~!"Ur nxmh<r. IruI)' 1«1 ""1,,,.-.hl< ,1 'h<y ..:1m" I,' rI'" Iu\'m~ b«n 
.r .. kI Gu,d< ,n. ,JI>CU!;6I.OO ", gn>up mrmb<r, do not kd .>furrm! "r h .. "",~ 
,h • ..- Ih<",~h" .nd I<d,"~~ I tm1l<d '<If-dt, h~" ... on I~ 1",:\11 ,."". part.m 
h<lp m th<Il sh.r11n~ 
"'-'nl< """"p nl<m[)<" n"" I«nwno:ly not ><"'" ,Iu, ,h<,' Iu, .. «'« 1v«n un""k 
I, m,~h, uk., nWl< ,h",at.~U\g I" hl~' 1.",1 "I """m .. I", >u,'h gn'up ""'nl-
'm ,,, "'g"II'I' ,"'w''''n .. ""'m~ hu~lul y"~,,, r<"!'k """"II""" d<wlop 
,,,pmg nwxlunl>m,.nd «-en .. I ............ t~ >",ok"", t~ ",,'n Jtl ."en! ,lut 'h<>' 
"" ,,,~ n:~<t n .' • p,,,h],,,, fr}' '" h.lp lhim ,do;nllh too..' !I""', .. hen ,11<'\ 
,>b;e" .. d 01 exp<n<n,:cd ",-rn. """II mIOUllt ,</ fu, r", '" !~f ,,,,,,,,,,,Iw, '" 
• l.....u l,<.<>,h"., ....... 1,1\< ,,"h th<m 
.",._-
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r H.ma~ piIflia;wa .. , .... ~' 01 ~~ 0111 fUJo 01 ont '" ..... C3n hdp 
thrm quaIII>fy 'hnr nhap n... .. ,urn I!;I>n thrm. n,- oI ........... ~" lhrIr 
Itthngo Afhnn ,lin • ...,,~ to f:P '" '" to tlunI< .......... p ..... 
MY ~ 
oaSOVATIONS 
... ..... -
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95. 
Accessing Suppcrt 
GOALS 
MATERIALS 
NEEDED 
OIRIECTtoHS 
l 
~ I . Gro<,~ ",""","" UI\<k.........J ,I", "pp<rII from, .Iot, 
""", 
• (.or .... -......" Idtmlly pt<"" .... pU<:t:> ,...,. ,'M> ,urn' J,."""I""On 
' ........ _wbc'. _"_ell ·, .... IbI.,..,p. ... pb<n-..,. ....... 
OIIJ>POI"I In,m ond ..., .. '" "' ..... , ~ lh< RlPJ'''' 
Ot.....- llot '''"'''1'' "I "'1'1""', .. k,n~ POOP mrnIb<n ........ '" "" and od<. 
.boo, ,,-!at "'f'f'"' me .. ", '" ,hom Ask 'hm, I", n:.mrk. r.-.o.k,p' I,,,. ,'n III< 
d" lkboonJ "f """1'''0', <>I.U ,lot 1"' • ..,.. woo P''''* ........ ''' ,'I "'PI''''' '" 
'h<m 1"It,."Iop. [, .. ,.r,h< I)l'<' ,,[ <Up!"," 'hr)- m:<"" I""" dwot f'<"l'k 
I .. ,doo. """'<')', __ I "'I"..'" .... 11" <lo.h" .. , ,.ht, ,,)'<, ,~ Ill!'" .. ""3 
,bl< 'PI'''' mol.., ,," A ... q ... ".~,", ""h ... III< J..w.."., 
• D<> l"" ... '< ..... 'n J'<'IPr lor upp<"" 
• U OD,""'" "",.... .... ' 
• Do ,"",... _,Iuo «n .. " prop!< ..up .. l""-won' 
• Wbo")T"I ltd ...... "lui kind 01 """"'" do>,.,......" , .... CIIbtn' "'hm 
"",,1m......,J' \\.bm J"'I' wi "'W)" 
• _ ~ ""OJ' ,,, "" '""""'" .. llhouo ~, ..... 
• Un "'" tuI1l1'" " .... you.-.J """ ny' 
• \\'lI.o, .... """'" <--rI<> 0/ t.. .... """ an hol'P"'7 
"'Xl, 001< pon~'f'I'\t, h "'"''1''''' .,1 1\., ... 11It}',.., ''''''''!I<I r.,o; ""M"'" I,,, 
,tv 'tin'pl., ,he), "It,-, ''II '''' ,h.lkh<"n1 ," I1" .. ,!"'n, ~_omrlt> m'~' in,:lud< 
IuS! 'rrncl,n~ lO"w ... uh '''m,,,~,,,. ", ..,k,"~ [." "'pp.,n I".m, tf" "J 1"",,1 ,,' 
l.l ... ,h m<rnbt, It .. ~ I ..... Il""'p nl<",Ilt" 1"'" up and ",k.r\.>, "" .... ',,, U\ 
",ho;h , ..... ) ..... I!Ikh '~""'f j,,, ... "", "'''' ,,[ ... ppon 
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Givt ..m ........ ~ on ,ndu ard. ~ ohrm .mIlO tbru "*""" on the cards. and 
under tbru _list lhm: poop.. or pIaca lhty ictllhty an ... a.ppon. H.I-.e 
them then list the ways Lhty would It'Ihi< ... ppon (r.,. irIunct . by oskIna. by 
visI'ing. Of by alUn& this penon). HI."" them sho .. '''''' of their opo.lons with the 
..,.. of the group. AIle ques<1on$ such .. the following: 
• Art ,110 .. slmllarlties among ,110 pcopk group "",mix", mcn'lontdl 
• A ... ,her< tlmliarllitJ .mong ,110 p~ g""'p mcmbt .. would SO for supponJ 
• Wo .. the .. Iny SUggrsliON you could odd '" you. own IlJtl 
£Xpbm til,,, lhty now tuv. a card that an ",mind .bom of who 10 .-lk 10 or 
who! to do when lhty loti they need '0 It' .... ppon . 
".....0 • Tho procao of Fltln& RIppon is moly WIgIn to onyon<.~. II appears to THINK aBOUT bt ont of the ....,.. Imporunt pooo: .... 10< )'IlUI1lI peopk \0 lorn nw,. ill 1 
IV"" deal of IUUII:h that mdicalCS ,hat )'IlUI1lI poop\< who IHm to ~ the 
milimoo to <Iutw In 1,10 a,. lho$t ...... hr. .... k.ost ..... arln& oduh In Wir 
b,=. Thl$ is 1"l1)li rI«fll\.I.rily . partnl (I'a<, C. Scoks Ind Nancy Lti'kn. 
DrvtIoptnoIud Aum: A Symllotils of lilt S<inwj\< R<s<om. "" AdoIrsuou 
~,Minnu.polls . MlrIn.: Starch lruti,ult. 1999) 
II moy bt chalknglng to convir>::< gwup membt .. ,hal ,n.y _d.nd Iliouid It' 
.uppon. M."y boys f .. 1 COIIIotdc",blt p" .... '" '0 do ~1)11ting "" ,holt own. 
E'ln th.ou&h dol", 'hlnp on 'hdr own IS frequ<ndy < .... mely hard for them ,0 
b .. r. i' ls.lso very turd far ,hem '0 odml, they .... d suppon.'_ to lhom· 
.. I""" In add~ion. you", men.nd....".,.." ohm Ixti<ve lhey ... Invlnciblr. 
Thry """"tlIt'Its don) ><em ,0 buy .ho, lhcrt ;. . need lor .nyon<.1x in .... " 
I" ... ond 'hlnk lhty don) need 10 bt roruto<Ctd to myen<. ~tlmg .... need lor 
.uppon an bo I """" job lor facII""<>n. UnfonUNI<Iy. ~ of,on w... _ 
ttaumot:i< upcrimccs lor 1<""'& peopI< to btcomt __ that ....... y othrIS N-.e 
upmcnccd. sirt~lar sj .... ,lonf,. oncIlhty an benefit by ronncnIn& wtlh theK 
poopIr. 5ollI. ~ .... '-'d~ lone, will usually understand. in time. that 
.... ) body nuds 1Uppon:lOfltoClimrs. E""'I)i>ody .... _ In .... t. livn who 
rtaIIy .... ptoVldfd _ oubihIy and .... ppon.--<>tht.....u. . they....,..jdn) haw. 
....Ie ~ lIS br lIS they ......... 
MY • OIISUIVATIOHS 
\-" -
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98. 
What I Leallied ••• 
GOALS 
DESCRIPTION 
MATERIAL.S 
NEEDED 
DIRECTIONS 
THINGS TO 
THINK ABOUT 
• "W"P ""m .... ,.n ""'" .. ho, ,bey h.,~ lum«! 
• ":;,oop ""ml>", d<>~:op p<»tgJ""P p:'ru 
GtOUp m<",bon ,,~. lorn. ",lkm~ m • Ci.ttk of C""rag< .!.:<.>I "",,-, 'MY h.", 
I •• md 
u,,-lt of U>utot< .. llong P'"'" .0.1 • dlil. bN.td '" """"p"'" fru)ted ,..,,~ (1-0< 
",nLO"'" "OM thl"l I ..... Itml<d In .. ""'" !hu fWUP i> 
I-Lov< tho gr""p 10"" • arrk <i (""",s< '>« !"'i< 19) ,nd <omr ]m the om_ 
,,,"'""On< 'hm& I ta"" iI"m<~ HI'" from om. grwp II - I,., .. rach group 
""mbe, ,,,pond .. quocl<N 000 bndl)' '" p""'lli Go .1OOn<! til< <ltd< as m>ny 
urn<>., p=l!bl< ",'hm thrtt mlrni'" 1.<, tbc SIWP \onoo.' ,hoI TOOSl grDIlP< 
[",11 t/rlT1y din<rmi 'hm", lh<y tu,.. hrnrd, ' lthough on< ~P"'" ,bl." 
~h fo"'...(,", )'0" rooy ""'nl to "',.,1< ,be;, cootn]u""" on ,'" board 
AI,,, ,be &ro"P ... <ompkt<d ll>< Kl""". ". lbo", ,,·tu, wm<> ,I><> h<"d 
,boot wh .. " ... hm<d durtns tbc group pro", .. 
'"mmmzc ",tu, Y'-'J ""~ .tum:! ,n<! oo..,,~ 
.... C1o.mg .C<:\ll;" fOT lIJoup< 11k. ,II<>< un product >."' ... >.nlIk<y Group 
It'.<ntbm ohm ,r< J"" b<fllir.tfllllO <~" ... wg<1htr. ond """-' "00 m fttrulldmo 
,I><", rh.., tho ,nd" "''' 
"""',..,." sm"p """"WI b<h""'T 1"''' "'",'" 10W,,,) 'h< '"~ '" til, p"',,,m 
• thH IDtIC Lp''' tho l= d (om:>.:! ~"h ptopk 11><', 0.,.., fWWIl ""'''''''111 
.'omloruh[, ~1lh 
MY ~ 
OBSERVATIONS 
